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HYDROGEOLOGY OF TIKABOO VALLEY AND 
THREE LAKES VALLEYS NORTH AND SOUTH, 

CLARK AND LINCOLN COUNTIES, 
NEVADA 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Urban and rural development in Clark County, Nevada is continuously expanding with an 
increasing demand for water resources. At the same time drought conditions on the Colorado 
River system at the end of the Twentieth Century and the frrst few years of the Twenty First 
Century have served to increase western water managers' awareness of the tentative nature of 
what was once thought of as 'firm water supplies'. Of the numerous water-resource options 
available to the Las Vegas Valley Water District (LVVWD) and the Southern Nevada Water 
Authority (SNW A) to insure a reliable water supply for southern Nevada, one is to pursue the 
development of seven applications for ground water in three valleys immediately north of Las 
Vegas Valley, Tikaboo Valley and Three Lakes Valleys North and South. 

This report was prepared to define the local hydrogeology of the three valleys and their 
relationship in regional ground-water flow systems. Results of the investigation show total 
ground-water recharge of the three valleys to be approximately 19,000 acre feet/year (afy). This 
includes a minor amount of ground-water inflow to Three Lakes Valley South from Las Vegas 
Valley. The total ground-water recharge is about 35 percent greater than defined originally by 
the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1970, and equal to the most conservative of new ground
water recharge estimates by the USGS in 2002. 

This report also presents all of the available hydrogeological data for the study area. The data 
includes a water-rights summary of applications, permits, and certificates; a listing of 
precipitation stations and their characteristics; a listing of wells and their associated data, a 
summary of samples taken to characterize the ground water in the three valleys complete with 
chemical analyses, and a geologic map with cross sections. 

Also presented (Appendix A) is the referenced documentation showing the U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) issued a permit to LVVWD in the early 1990's to obtain access for 
well drilling on federally withdrawn public lands. This permit expired and efforts are underway 
to obtain a new permit to drill up to 11 monitor wells. The U. S. Air force (USAF) has indicated 
limited access for well drilling in certain areas of their withdrawn land may be possible. 

L VVWD/SNW A are asking the Nevada State Engineer to approve seven of L VVWD' s 16 
applications for a duty of 17,000 afy and to hold action on the remaining nine applications until 
additional hydrogeological information is gained through pumping and monitoring. The valleys, 
applications and requested duty are as follows: Tikaboo Valley (Applications 53948, 53950, 
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53951) with a combined duty of 10,000 afy; Three Lakes Valley North (54068 and 54069) with a 
combined duty of 2,000 afy; and Three Lakes Valley South (54062 and 54066) for a combined 
duty of 5,000 afy:. 

There are about 2,000 afy of existing permits in the study area. Thus the total amount of permits 
and applications equal 19,000 afy, which is the quantity of ground water equal to the current 
estimate of perennial yield of the valleys and is also the total amount of natural ground-water 
recharge. However, pumping a potential duty of 19,000 afy will not capture a like amount of 
ground-water outflow because it is impossible to locate the large number of wells needed along 
the western edge of the study area, which is restricted by the USAF. Thus, all pumping initially 
will be from ground-water storage. The amount of ground water in just the upper 100 ft of 
saturated sediments in the study area is estimated to be 7,300,000 af. This is nearly 400 years of 
continuous pumping the total estimated ground-water recharge and even then the ground-water 
outflow is probably little affected. 

Impacts to the sensitive environmental areas of Devils Hole, springs in Death Valley, and the 
Muddy Springs are not likely to occur because of the vast amount of ground water in storage and 
the large distances from the potential pumping centers to these areas. There will be no impact to 
Com Creek Springs because it is in a separate ground-water flow system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the hydrogeology of Tikaboo Valley and Three Lakes Valleys North and 
South, shown on Figure 1, where the LVVWD has 16 ground-water applications that were filed 
in 1989. The LVVWD/SNW A are now planning to drill exploration/monitoring wells and, if 
economically feasible and necessary approvals are obtained, extending the ground-water 
distribution/collection system from Las Vegas Valley to these three basins to develop their water 
resources. One of the first activities needed to develop these resources is to request the Nevada 
State Engineer to rule on 7 of the 16 applications filed by the L VVWD. 

L VVWD/SNW A are requesting the Nevada State Engineer consider Tikaboo Valley as one 
hydrographic basin. The reason for this is the carbonate aquifer system underlies the entire 
valley and it appears the alluvial ground-water systems are also continuous because there is an 
active surface drainage from the northern part of the valley to the southern part (Figure 1). 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the hydrogeology of three valleys immediately to the west 
of Coyote Spring Valley; Tikaboo Valley, and Three Lakes Valleys North and South and to 
present the basic data that represents the hydrogeology for these three valleys. The scope of this 
study is to estimate a water-resources budget for the three valleys, present the geologic 
framework governing ground-water flow, and to estimate the general directions of ground-water 
flow. 

Additionally the scope includes a recommendation for numerous proposed monitoring well 
locations to help defme ground-water hydraulics and water qUality. 

LAND AND GROUND-WATER STATUS FOR STUDY AREA 

Land 

The Federal Government has withdrawn most of the land in the study area from public use for 
the purpose of conducting training for national defense (Figure 2). There is a State prison 
complex located in the extreme southern end of Three Lakes Valley South and the valley is 
crossed by U. S. Highway 95 (Figure 2). There is also limited access through the eastern edge of 
Three Lakes Valley South to Tikaboo Valley along the Alamo Road, an improved, unpaved 
secondary road that leads to Pahranagat Valley. 
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Figure 1. MM Study area and regional ground·water flow systems. 
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Figure 2. ~. Withdrawn lands within and adjacent to the study area. 
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In the late 1980's the U. S. Departments of the Army, Navy, and Interior contracted with Science 
Applications International Corporation (SAlC) and the Desert Research Institute, University of 
Nevada System (DRI) to analyze and evaluate .... "the effects on public health and safety 
resultingfrom Department of Defense and Department of Energy military and defense-related 
uses on withdrawn public lands in the State of Nevada and in airspace overlying the State. Their 
report describes the cumulative impacts of those activities on public and private property in 
Nevada and on plants, fish and wildlife, cultural, historic, scientific, recreational, wilderness and 
other resources of the public lands of Nevada. An analysis and evaluation of possible measures 
to mitigate the cumulative effects of the withdrawal of lands and the use of airspace in Nevada 
for defense-related purposes was conducted, and those considered practical are listed. " The 
Special Nevada Report (SAIC and DRI, 1991) is the product of this study. 

The land use policy of the Federal Government restricts development in these valleys, allows 
limited access, and also recognizes that land withdrawals may cause constraints on development 
in southern Nevada. The report specifically states (SAIC and DRI, 1991, Section 8.10.1) ... 
"Current activities on the withdrawn land have impaired a volume of water that cannot be 
precisely calculated. While the contamination of these water resources poses only a minor risk 
to present public health and safety, some of the resource contamination in these areas may 
persist for thousands of years." The reference to the thousands of years of contamination is 
directed to nuclear testing on the Nevada Test Site (NTS), but there are numerous additional 
points of contamination throughout the withdrawn lands including the study area for this report. 
The Special Nevada Report goes on to state ... "The withdrawal of landfrom public access 
and/or the purchase of water rights by DOD and DOE has the greatest potential for effects on 
Nevada. In southern Nevada, the withdrawn lands are in close proximity to the Las Vegas 
metropolitan area. The water resources associated with these lands could, if they exist and were 
available, play an important role in the continued growth of southern Nevada. The withdrawn 
lands also lie between the Las Vegas area and areas where Las Vegas is currently seeking 
additional water .... " '" "The greatest effect of defense-related land withdrawals has been the 
removal from public appropriation large quantities of ground-water resources and the 
impairment of the quality of some of those resources ... " Possible mitigation for these impacts is 
stated as (SAIC and DRI, 1991, Section 9, Table 8-1.) .... "1. Provide access for water 
resources evaluation and development as is possible and consistent with mission requirements. 
2. Assist in water resources evaluation on withdrawn lands. 3. Consistent with evaluation 
results and mission requirements, consider return of non-critical watershed parts to BLM 4. 
Provide rights-of-way for water transmission facilities where such action would not limit, 
constrain, or deny the purpose of the withdrawal. " 

The various federal agencies have sponsored and cooperated in numerous scientific studies of the 
hydrogeology of southern Nevada and have allowed access to parts of the withdrawn lands. In 
that regard a Special Use Permit No. 02384 (D. S. Department of the Interior (DOl) and USFWS, 
1991) was obtained by the L VVWD on October 1, 1991 and remained in effect until January 1, 
1995 for the construction up to 17 monitoring wells in the study area. The proposed locations of 
the monitoring wells are shown on Figure 3. Woodward-Clyde (1992) completed an 
environmental assessment of the potential well sites, however, LVVWD's priority to develop 
ground-water in the current study area shifted to other water resources before drilling started and 
the permit expired in 1995. 
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Permit Status 
• USAF - not acted upon 

• USFWS - approved 

- Hydrographic Basin Boundaries SCALE 1 : 400,000 

Federal Agency Lands 
DOD/USAF/USFWS 

_USFWS 
_DOD 

Figure 3. -- Proposed monitor wells on the National Wildlife Game Range permitted for access 
and drilling in 1991. 
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Water Rights 

For purposes of the water rights administration, the Nevada Division of Water Resources 
(NDWR) and State Engineer's office recognize Tikaboo Valley as two distinct hydrographic 
basins (Basins 169A & 169B). For this reason, discussion of water rights in the study area 
separates Tikaboo Valley into north and south hydrographic areas. Table lA presents a 
summary of water rights for both Tikaboo Valley hydrographic basins, as derived from the 
NDWR database. 

Water rights issued in the northern part of Tikaboo Valley by the State Engineer's office 
(NDWR Basin No. 169A) are predominantly spring rights for stockwatering, and located in the 
far northern part of the basin (Figure 4). Twenty-two vested rights have been filed, including 
one vested right for an underground source (V01535, duty 0.1 cubic feet per second (cfs)), with 
the remainder of vested rights having spring water sources. Additionally, 9 permits from springs 
have been issued for stockwater uses. The only issued underground permits in the basin are 
vested right (VOI535) and two certificated underground rights (Permits 45428 and 45429, each 
for a duty of 3.35 afy), all of which are located in northwestern most part of the basin (Section 6, 
T05S, R56E, Figure 4). Based on records at NDWR most water rights in the basin are owned by 
D/4 Enterprises, Inc., private individuals (Stewart and Schofield), or the Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) and USAF. The central and southern part of Tikaboo Valley (northern part) 
has no issued permits with the exception ofa reservoir permit for stock watering (Permit 4730) 
and a high altitude spring permit for stock watering (Permit 46674, duty of2.18 afy) (Figure 4). 
L VVWD owns three pending applications (53947, 53948, and 53949) for underground water in 
the central-southern part of Tikaboo Valley, and Lincoln County-Vidler Water Company has two 
pending applications with a later priority date than LVVWD's. 

Few water rights permits have been issued in the southern part of Tikaboo Valley (NDWR Basin 
No. 169B) and Three Lakes Valley North (NDWR Basin No. 168). Filings for ground-water 
rights have only been made by L VVWD and include pending applications 53950, 53951, and 
53952 in Tikaboo South, and pending applications 54060, 54061, 54068, and 54069 in Three 
Lakes Valley North (Tables lA and IB). Nine surface-water permits (spring sources) have been 
issued in these valleys for stockwater and wildlife purposes, and are held by federal agencies, 
including the BLM and USFWS, and a private individual Floyd R. Lamb (lake and other surface 
water sources in Tikaboo Valley South). The total duty of all the spring sources is 
approximately 13.2 afy. 

Three Lakes Valley South (NDWR Basin No. 211) has the greatest number of permitted water 
rights (Table 1 C) in the study area and part of the basin is designated by the State Engineer for 
preferred uses (Order No. 745, issued May 28, 1980). The designation included only the 
southern part of the basin up to the boundary of the Desert National Wildlife Range and Nellis 
Air Force Bombing and Gunnery Range, just north of Highway 95 shown in Figures 2 and 4. 
Applications 54062 and 54063 have points of diversion within the area designated and the 
remaining applications (54064, 54065, 54066, and 54106) are to the northeast on federal lands. 
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Figure 4 .• Water right applications, permits and certificates in and near the study area. 
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Thirteen certificated spring rights have been granted in Three Lakes Valley South for a total duty 
of approximately 25.5 afy. These spring rights are mostly located in the southern-most part of 
the basin, at springs situated high on the northern Spring Mountain slopes (Figure 4, altitudes 
ranging from 7,500 at Mud Springs to 8,800 in the vicinity of Macks Canyon, north of Lee 
Canyon). Private individuals (Morgan, Young, and Hale) own the senior rights, while the U.S. 
Forest Service (USFS) owns the remainder of rights on springs in this part of the Spring 
Mountains. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) holds two spring water rights at the 
extreme northern part of the basin at high altitudes in the Sheep Range (approximately 8,400 to 
8,800 ft). 

Underground rights in Three Lakes Valley South currently consist of nine permits (Table lC) 
and six pending applications filed by L VVWD (applications 54062 through 54066, and 54106). 
Two permits to the Nevada Public Works Board (State Prisons) are senior to the L VVWD 
applications; however, seven quasi-municipal and commercial permits have been granted 
subsequent to the L VVWD application, to the State Prison, USAF, and Stephen F. Turner. The 
total combined duty of the Prison department rights in Three Lakes Valley South is 1,574.92 afy. 
The USAF permit (62502) has a duty not to exceed 10.0 afy and the Turner commercial permit 
(67646) is for a duty not to exceed 300.0 afy. Total permitted ground-water rights in Three 
Lakes Valley South are 1,884.92 afy. The pending LVVWD applications are located both near 
the State Highway 95 corridor and in the northern part ofthe basin (Figure 4). 
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Table lA - Summary of Existing Water Rights for Tikaboo Valley (DWR Hydrographic 
Basins 169A & B). 

Permit/ Cert. Flllag Sou ... PolDto! AltItude MaDDero( Divenloo Annual Own.rorkord Not .. 
Applla No. Date Dlvenlon (feetabo.e U ... Rat. DutY 

·tIon (year) (SeetIon· nul) (CFS) (AFA) 
No. ToWDlhlp- (ctUclli4ld 

~g.) froM_. 
role) 

Tikaboo North 
VOIS35 NA 1917 Under- 0605856E 5850 Sioekwater 0.1 .. Siewart, W.T. Vested Righi 

ground 
45428 11568 1982 Under- 0605856E 5940 Siockwater O.oI 3.35 D/4 EnfeJpris .. , Inc. 

ground 
45429 11569 1982 Under- 0605556E 5%0 510ckwater 0.01 3.35 0/4 EnfeJpri .... Inc. 

ground 
53947 1989 Under- 3106S58E 4370 MunicipaJ 6.0 4.344 Las Vegas Valley Water Application. 

grolllld Distric( Ready for Action 
- Protested 

53948 _. 1989 Under- 2406558E 4750 Municipal 10.0 7,240 Las Vegas Valley Water Application, 
ground District Rendy for AClion 

- Protested 
53949 1989 Under- 36048 56!! 5230 Municipal 10.0 7,240 Las Vegas Valley Waler Applicalion, 

ground District Ready for Action 
¥ Protested 

64674 -- 1998 Unde- 1605S 57!! 4830 Irrigation 10.0 7,240 Unooln County. Vidler Water Application. 
rgroond ComplUly.lnc. Rendy ror Action 

- Protested 
64675 .. 1998 Under- 09078 SSE 4230 Irrigation 10.0 7.140 Lincoln County, Vidler Water Application. 

ground Company, Inc. Ready for Action 
- Protested 

VOl369 NA 1915 Spring 210SS56E 6500 Stockwaler 0.1 -- USA 
VOI368 1915 Spring 0507S 56E 6180 Stockwale' 0.1 1.66 0/4 Enterprisea, Inc. 
57082 14625 

~ 
VOl369 NA 1915 Spring 0.25 -- USA Vested Right 
VOl371 NA 1915 Spring 0.1 -- 0/4 Ent.."riaes. Inc. Vested Righi 
VOI373 1915 Spring 0.1 1.18 D/4 Enterprises, Inc. Vested Righi 
57083 14608 

V01374 NA 1915 Suring 0lO5SS5E 6390 Stoclcwater 0.05 .. 0/4 Enl"","s,,. Inc. Vested Right 
VOl376 NA 1915 Spring 3205S 56E 7370 Stockwater 0.05 -- I Siewart. W.T .• and Stewart. Vesled Right 

W.T. Jr. 
VOI377 NA 1915 Soring OlOSS55E 6150 Slackwater 0.1 1.32 ,~,.,-.. • 
V01378 NA 1915 Spring 2605S 55E 5890 Stockwaler 0.2 - USAF Vested 
V01380 NA 1915 Spring 1205855E 6410 Stockw.ter 0.05 -- 0/4 Enterprises, Inc. Vested 
VOll81 NA 1205S SSE 6350 Stockwater 0.05 -- . '--' VOI382 NA m 1205S S5E 6400 

§ 
0.05 --

VOl50S NA 191 03 048 58E 6210 0.05 --

Paris .V. ~ VOIS06 NA 1917 33 03S58E 6900 0.05 --
VOl507 NA 1917 Spring 1703858E 6640 0.05 --
V01510 NA 1917 6480 Siockwnter 0.1 --
V01533 NA 1918 5460 Stoekwater 0.05 -- VesledRi I 
VOIS34 NA 1918 I=1=Ii 6650 Stoekwaler 0.05 -- Vested Ri t 
V01536 NA 1917 Spring 56E 7120 Stockwater 0.05 .. D/4 EnteiPi'ls...lnc. Vesled Ri I 
VOl 566 NA 1917 Spring 1300S 5SE 7\30 Stockwaler 0.03 

~ 
VestedRi I 

VOl601 NA 1918 Spring 13048 58E 6660 Stockwnter 0.03 VestedRi t 
4721 1577 1919 

-
Stockwater O. 

~ 
4140 SWckwaler -- ;:~ . 5380 Stookwater 0.01 

Spring 5120 Stockwnter - 0.83 • 
W.U. 

5552 

i=fIfI 
1204S SSE 6350 Stockwater -- 11.42 

6066 1920 1703S 5SE 6640 Stockwaler -- 1.07 
6067 1920 1603858E 6480 Slockwater -- 3.25 
6069 1920 Spring 3103858E 6900 Stockw_ -- 1.07 Enterprises. nc., Paris. 8. 

Jr .• Paris. MJ., Paris. P.V. 
46674 12282 1983 Spring 1007S 59£ 6920 Stockwater -- 2.18 Stewart, L.K. 

Tikaboo South 
53950 _. 1989 Under- 3012S61E 3860 Mwticipal 6.0 4.344 Las Vegas Valley Water Applicalion, 

ground Districi Ready for Action 
-Prot .... d 

53951 - 1989 Under- 2911S61E 3780 Municipal 10.0 7,240 Las Vegas Valley Waler Application, 
ground District Ready for Action 

• Protested 
53952 -- 1989 Under~ 151OS60E 3550 Municipal lO.O 7,140 Las Vegas Valley Water Application, 

ground Districl Rendy fur Action 
- Protest'd 

10463 2778 1940 Lake 07 llS61E 3280 Slackwater 0.01 -- Lamb, F.R. 
10749 2954 1941 Spri •• 02 IlS 61E 7510 Siockwale, -- - US Interior Dept. 
10814 2839 1942 Other 2811S61E 4120 Stockwater 0,01 6,72 Lamb. F,R. 

Surface 
Water 

~I 11643 3312 1946 Spring 5050 Wildlife -- 0.74 USFWS 
11644 3365 1946 Spring 8650 Wildlife -- 0.74 USFWS 

-Indicates not reported In NDWR database 
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T hI 1B S a e - ummaryo fE . f XIS 109 Wt a er Ri ht fi 19l S or Th ree Lk a es VII a ey N th B or , asm 168 . 
Permltl cort. 

_I 
Source Po/Dt of AltItulk Mauner Dlvenlon Annual Duty Ow ..... rRocord N_ 

Appilea- No. Date Dlveniou (feet .fU ... Rate (AFA) 
_No. (year) (_n· above (CFS) (C4kllktte4 

Township- nul) frollfdlver. 
RInge) ...wJ 

54060 -- 1989 Under- 13 13S 58E 3720 Munioipal 6.0 4.344 Las Vegas Valley Water Application. Ready 
ground District for Action ~ Protested 

54061 -- 1989 Under- 1712S59E 4010 Municipal 10.0 7.24Q Las Vegas Valley Wa,er Application. Ready 
ground District for Action· Prolesled 

54068 -- 1989 UnderM 32 138 59E 3940 Municipal 6.0 4.344 Las Vegas Valley Water Application. Ready 
groWld District for Action· Protested 

54069 -- 1989 Unde- 0314859E 4040 Municipal 10.0 7.240 Las Vegas Valley Water Application. Ready 
ground District for Action - Protested 

3253 2620 1915 Spring 0113S 59E 4980 Stock· 2.24 BLM 
water 

3254 2621 1915 Spring 1213859E 5370 810Ck .. 2.24 USA 
water-

12631 3535 1948 Soring 0212S57E 5070 Wildlife 0.01 7.24 USFW8 
13520 3786 1950 Spring 15 138 57E 5130 Stock· -- 0.03 USFWS 

water 
-- IndIcates IIOt reported In NDWR database 

T hI 1e S fE . W Rih fi Th Lk VII S hB 211 a e - ummaryo xIstlO2 ater 21 ts or ree a es a ey out , asm . 
'ermltl cort. FOIDg Sour ... '.btlof AIlIlud. Maner Dlvenlo Annual Duly OwnerorR_rd NoleS 
AlJpli ••• No. Date Dlvenlnn (feet .fU .. nRate (AFA) 
Iil>nNo. (Year) (SectI ..... above (CFS) (c4k_ 

Township- nul) fro .. diver. 
Ran •• i ...wi 

38655 12656 1979 Under- 3316S57E 3280 Quasi 0.4 1,574.92 Prisons Depanm .... • 
ground Municipa Combined Nevada, Public Works 

I (OM) TIlIaI Board·Nevade 
42636 11635 1980 Under- 33 16S 57E 3310 QM 0.28 1,574.92 Prisons Department- Changed Penn it 

Combinnd Nevada, Public Works 38656 
Total Boa,d·Nevado 

54062 -- 1989 Under· 07 115 S8E 3620 Municipa 6.0 4.3# Las Vegas Valley Water Application. Ready 
ground I District for Action-

PrOlcsted 
54063 .. 1989 Under- 21 16S 57E 3080 Municipa 6.0 4.344 Las Vegas Valley Water Application. Ready 

ground I District for Action-
Protested 

54064 .. 1989 Under· 14165 S6E 3330 Municipa 10.0 7.240 Las Vegas Valley Water Application. Ready 
ground I District for Action-

Protested 
54065 .. 1989 Under· 04 15S SSE 3560 Municipa W.O 7.240 Las Vegas Valley Water Application. Ready 

ground I District for ActJon-
Protested 

54066 .. 1989 Under· 2714559E 4260 MWlicipa 10.0 7.240 Las Vegas Valley Water Application, Ready 
ground I District for Action-

Protested 
54106 -- 1989 Under~ IS 15S 57E 3370 Municipa 10.0 7.240 Las Vegas Valley Water Application. Ready 

ground I District for Action-
Protesled 

56135 .. 1991 Undergro 331685711 3290 QM -- 1.574.92 Prisons Depertment. 
und Combined Nevado 

TOlai 
56136 .. 1991 Under· 33168 57E 3320 QM -- 1,574.92 Prisons Department· 

ground Combined Nevada 
Total 

62S02 .. 1996 Under- 29 16S 57E 3190 QM .. 10.0 USAF 
ground 

64453 .. 1998 Under· 32 16S 57E 3350 QM 1.574.92 Lands DivisionANevada 
ground Combined 

Total 
64454 .. 1998 Under- 32 16S 57E 3350 QM .. 1.574.92 Lands Division-Nevada 

ground Combined 
Tal" 

64455 -- 1998 Under- 33 16S 57E 3290 QM -- 1.514.92 Lands Division*Nevada 
ground Combined 

Total 
67646 .. 2001 Under¥ 05 178 5SE 3220 Commerc .. 300.0 Tumer,S.F, Changed Permit 

grolUld ial 63345 
3116 385 1914 Spring IS 18S56E 7290 Stock 0.03 .. Motpn. W.C. 

water 
4651 1555 1917 Spring 22 18S S6E 7530 SlOCk .. 0.83 Young. L.M .. Young, V. 

water 
4653 1557 1917 Spring 2118S S6E 7500 Stock -- 0.83 Hale. O. W. (Hail?) 

water 
4654 1558 1917 Spring 3318S56E 8700 Stoek .. 0.55 Hale. G.W. (Hail?) 

water =v 12630 3530 1948 Sorin. 1215S60E 8700 Wildlife -- 0.37 
12633 3531 1948 Spring 1I1SS60E 8720 Wildlife -- --
39482 12391 1979 Soring 33 18S 56E 9040 Wildlife 0.02 2.92 
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Table Ie -Summary of Existing Water Rights for Three Lakes Valley South, Basin 211 
continued. 

Permit I Cert. 
AppU..- No. 
!loa No. 

FUlUI 
Date 

(y .. r) 

Point or 
Dlvenlo 
<_a

TOWIIlhlp.. 

Altitude 
(feet 

above 
II1II) 

M .. _ D1venlo Annuli Duly 
oruu D Rote (ArA) 

(CFS) (CllkIll4I<d 
p-iIlvu. 

Existing Wells 

Owu ... ofRecon! 

Eleven wells logs are present in the NDWR database for the northern part of Tikaboo Valley; 
however, all but two are listed as test wells (boreholes) with ground water not reported to have 
been encountered to the depths drilled. The test borings were drilled in the mid-1960's, six of 
which were shallow in depth (17 ft) and three of which were completed to depths ranging from 
378 to 745 ft. Previous investigators have used the reports of no encountered ground water in the 
deeper borings to indicate that ground water is below this depth. Two wells are reported in 
NDWR database as encountering water within shallow depths (14 and 20 ft below ground 
surface), but these well logs may be incorrectly located. One well location plots at a remote 
location in the Desert Range (SWII4 SWII4 of Section 9, TIOS, R58E), and the other plots on 
the central valley floor, where depths to ground water have been interpreted to be considerably 
deeper than 20 feet (other boreholes on the valley floor have reported depths to ground water 
deeper than 745 feet, and phreatophytic vegetation consistent with a shallow water table «50-60 
ft) does not exist). One other possible well has been noted in review of the water rights for the 
valley and that is vested underground right (VO 1535), which refers to the Millett Well drilled 
(dug?) in 1897 used for stockwater, located near the SWII4 of Section 28, T4S, R56E. No 
additional information has been discovered for this possible well. 

Two wells are known to exist in the southern end of Tikaboo Valley, DDL-l (NE1/4 NE1I4 
Section 36, TIIS, R60E) and DDL-2 (SWII4 NE1I4 Section 10, Tl2S, R60E). DDL-l was 
constructed in the 1950s to a depth of 420 feet, and has been actively monitored for water levels 
by the USGS in the past two decades, until it became plugged in 1999. The well is completed in 
alluvium, and general water chemistry data are available for this well. DDL-2 was completed as 
part ofthe Carbonate Terrain studies in the late 1980's, and was drilled to a depth of 460 feet in a 
carbonate outcrop approximately 2 miles south ofDDL-I. DDL-2 is actively monitored for 
ground-water levels by the USGS, but an obstruction in the well has prevented sampling for 
ground-water chemistry. 

One well log exists in the NDWR database for Three Lakes Valley North. It is described as a 
domestic well drilled in 1978 (NE1I4 NW1I4 of Section 35, TIIN, R58E) with depth to ground 
water reported at 40 feet. The location of this well is near the edge of the playa that occupies the 
valley floor, which would seem an unlikely location for a domestic well. It appears this well log 
is incorrectly located, but field reconnaissance is needed to confirm this assumption. 

A well inventory completed by Buqo and others (1992) identified 10 wells in Three Lakes 
Valley South, all but one well is located along the Highway 95 corridor. A current review ofthe 
NDWR well log database lists 25 wells, 12 of which have been drilled subsequent to the Buqo 
and others (1992) study. Of these 25 wells, six belong to the State Prisons, four wells are part of 
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US Air Force facilities and two wells are owned by Indian Springs Sewage Company 
(monitoring wells). The remaining wells are a combination of domestic wells (six), test wells and 
unused wells, and two listed municipal wells that are questionably misdesignated as within the 
basin (designated for Permits 47472 and 47473). The USGS Well SBH-l is incorrectly listed in 
the database as within the basin, whereas the current NDWR basin boundary places this well in 
Las Vegas Valley. 

The NDWR does not presently maintain a pumping inventory for Three Lakes Valley South. 
However, quarterly pumping records have been filed at NDWR by the State Prison facilities in 
Three Lakes Valley South, indicating total pumping for 2001 was 512.68 acre-feet, and for 2002 
was 564.37 acre-feet. 

LOCATION AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING 

The study area covers Tikaboo Valley and Three Lakes Valleys North and South and they are 
discussed in the following paragraphs and shown on Figure 1. Motorized transport is generally 
restricted to the Alamo Road but all of the area is accessible by mule, if permission is obtained 
from the military. 

Tikaboo Valley 

Tikaboo Valley can be considered one valley even though for administrative purposes the 
NDWR divided the valley into a northern and southern part. There is a surface-water drainage 
that connects both ends of the valley with a land-surface gradient from north to south. Thus we 
assume the alluvial aquifer is continuous through out the valley with a ground-water gradient 
also from north to south. The carbonate aquifer underlies the entire valley. The USGS (1985) 
1: 100,000 scale map shows the southern part of Tikaboo Valley to be named Desert Valley, 
which is not in widespread use and not used in this report. Tikaboo Valley is often called 
Tikapoo Valley and Carlson (1974, p.231) indicates Tikapoo is an alternate spelling. 

Tikaboo Valley is bounded on the east by the Pahranagat and Sheep Ranges, on the south by the 
merging of the Sheep and East Desert Ranges, on the west by the Desert Range, on the northwest 
by the Groom Range and on the north by the Timpahute and the Mount Irish Ranges that blend 
into the northern edge of the Pahranagat Range. The altitude varies from a valley low of about 
3,000 ft above mean sea level (amsl) to slightly over 8,000 ft amsl in the Sheep Range. The basin 
encompasses approximately 990 square miles (me) (this study) and is up to 14 miles in width in 
the center and approximately 70 miles in length, elongated in northwest to southeast direction. A 
large playa (approximately 18 mi2

) called Desert Lake or Desert Dry Lake occupies the bottom 
of the valley floor in the southern part of the valley. The entire valley is within the Desert 
National Wildlife Range and the Nellis USAF Range. 

Three Lakes Valley North 

Three Lakes Valley North is located directly north of Three Lakes Valley South and is actually a 
continuation of Three Lakes Valley South, separated by a minor divide in the alluvium. The 
valley is bounded: on the east by the Desert Range; on the southeast by the East Desert Range; 
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on the west by the Pintwater Range and on the north by the merging Pintwater and Desert 
Ranges. The valley is about 25 miles long and varies from 7 to 20 miles in width. The total 
drainage area is about 298 mi2 (Scott, and others 1971) (299 me, this study). The altitude range 
is much less than in Three Lakes Valley South varying from a low of about 3,480 ft amsl on the 
playa to about 6,750 ft amsl in the Pintwater Range. The entire valley is within the Desert 
National Wildlife Range and the Nellis USAF Range. 

Three Lakes Valley South 

Three Lakes Valley South is approximately 25 miles northwest of Las Vegas via U.S Highway 
95. The central axis of the valley is about 31 miles long and 12 miles wide except in the 
northern end where the width is about 20 miles wide. The total basin area according to Scott and 
others (1971) is 311 mi2 (305 mi2 this study). The valley is bounded: on the northeast by the 
Desert and Sheep Ranges; on the southeast by a low alluvial divide that separates the valley from 
the northwest edge of Las Vegas Valley; on the south by the Spring Mountains; on the west by a 
low alluvial divide that separates the valley from Indian Springs Valley and by the Pintwater 
Range; and on the north by low alluvial divide that separates the valley from Three Lakes Valley 
North. The northern two thirds of the valley are part of the Desert National Wildlife Range and 
much of this same area is considered part of the Nellis USAF Range. 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

Numerous USGS investigators have reported on the hydrogeology of the valleys in the study 
area such as: Winograd (1963), Winograd and Thordarson (1968 and 1975), and Rush (1970). In 
the early and mid 1980's two major programs were started; the first by the USGS was a series of 
studies to understand the various aquifer systems in the Great Basin, termed the Regional 
Aquifer Systems Analysis (RASA). The reports from this program that include the three-valley 
study area are: Prudic and others (1995), Plume, (1996), Thomas and others (1996), and Harrill 
and Prudic (1998). 

The second major program was called the Carbonate Terrain Program (Katzer, 1984). The 
USGS, U.S Bureau of Rec1amation (USBR), NDWR, DRI, City of North Las Vegas, and the 
L VVWD funded this program. This effort resulted in drilling several exploration holes in the 
vicinity of Three Lakes Valley South and Tikaboo Valley. Publications from this program that 
include the study area are: Kirk and Campana, (1988), USBR (1988), Dettinger and others 
(1995), Schaefer and others (1992), and Schaefer (1993). 

The L VVWD developed and published steady-state ground-water flow models for each of the 
three valleys utilizing the basic hydrologic understanding developed by the USGS prior to the 
results of the RASA studies being made available. The three reports are by Cole and others 
(1992a and b) and Buqo and others (1992). 

The U. S. Departments of the Army, Navy, and Interior (SAlC and DRI, 1991) published the 
Special Nevada Report, which evaluated the impacts of their joint operations in Nevada upon the 
withdrawal of lands from public use. Numerous resources, including water resources, were 
evaluated in this context. 
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The U. S. Departments of Energy and Defense have been evaluating the impacts on the 
environment resulting from nuclear testing/storing at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) for many years. 
As part of that study the USGS has been developing a ground-water flow model of the DVFS 
and evaluating the area's water resources in a multi-year investigation that is still ongoing. 
Numerous papers have been published and several have implications for this study such as 
D' Agnese and others (1997) who estimated ground-water recharge spatially using an expanded 
form of the Maxey-Eakin method incorporating slope, aspect, and vegetation; Hevesi and Flint 
(1998) modified the Maxey-Eakin method by representing the altitude-precipitation relationship 
as an exponential curve instead of a step function; Belcher and Elliot (2001) compiled published 
and previously unpublished estimates of hydraulic properties for the DVFS; and Hevesi and 
others (2002) re-estimated ground-water recharge for the ground-water flow model using a 
preliminary numerical model. Most recently D' Agnese and others (2002) published a steady
state ground-water flow model of the DVFS. 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 

Hydrologic and geologic data are critical in assessing water resource availability and the 
potential effects of development. The study area has a distinct lack of data, due to its remoteness 
and current land use as Desert National Wildlife Range and Nellis USAF training grounds. The 
paucity of data is not particularly unusual for basins in Nevada that are removed from urban, 
mining and agricultural centers. A test drilling program is proposed to supplement available data 
on geology, water levels, hydraulic characteristics of the carbonate aquifer, and local water 
chemistry. 

However, some data are available within the study area, and in the general region of the study 
area, which form the basis for the hydrogeologic interpretations presented in this report. 
In this evaluation we have compiled available data of relevance and formulated interpretations 
from this data in consideration of previous investigators' interpretations. Also, fieldwork has 
been completed to observe geologic structures, measure water levels, and to survey land-surface 
altitudes at select wells. 

Geologic mapping for the study area is available from several sources, including county geologic 
maps at 1 :250,000 scale published by the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (Longwell and 
others, 1965, and Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970), and more recent works published by the USGS 
as part of the DVFS studies (Workman and others (2002), and Sweetkind and others (2001a and 
b)). Plate 1 in this report is a geologic map based on previous work that has been updated and 
modified by Donovan, Dixon, Ekren, Brandt, and Wallen. 

Regional precipitation data from 22 sites are available from four sources, Western Regional 
Climate Center, NDWR, USGS, and Department of Energy / National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. However, none of the precipitation stations exist in the study area basins. 

Data regarding wells are available from well logs filed with the NDWR and numerous published 
reports. There are only two known wells that reached the water table in Tikaboo Valley. One is 
completed in carbonate rock and the other in alluvium. Numerous wells (over 20) have been 
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completed in Three Lakes Valley South and the near vicinity. Data quality ranges, from only 
depths to water and geology recorded by well drillers, to detailed geology and historic water 
level measurements maintained by the USGS. Because of the paucity of data in the study area, 
all available data were utilized regardless of the source and inferred quality of data. 

Measurements of the depth to ground water were obtained primarily from the USGS national 
database, which provides an updated and extensive database for southern Nevada. Also 
available are measurements cited in published reports such as Schaefer and others (1992). The 
USGS database is a compilation of measurements from various sources, including well logs filed 
with NDWR, published reports, and on-going water level monitoring. SNW A staff also made 
measurements on several wells in the study area. 

General aquifer hydraulic parameters are based on data obtained from pumping tests at locations 
outside the study area in southern Nevada. Sources of data include values obtained during the 
MX project in the early 1980's, NTS and Regional Carbonate Aquifer studies published by the 
USGS, and data from recently completed production wells constructed for water supply in 
southern Nevada. 

Water chemistry data are also limited; however, water quality in the regional carbonate flow 
system is noted to be of relatively consistent quality. One well in Tikaboo Valley has reported 
general water chemistry including common ions and trace elements. No data are available for 
Three Lakes Valley North. Three Lakes Valley South and nearby parts of adjacent basins have 
several water quality measurements, including both the alluvial systems and carbonate aquifer. 
Data include general water chemistry and some trace element analyses. Several high altitude and 
major low altitude springs have been sampled in the Sheep Range, Pintwater Range and Springs 
Mountains by USGS and DRI. Isotopic analyses have been made at many locations for oxygen-
18, deuterium (hydrogen-2), tritium (hydrogen-3), carbon-l 3, and carbon-14, which are 
summarized by Thomas and others (1996). 

HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTING 

HYDROLOGY 

The valleys in the study area are part of the Basin and Range Province and are characterized as 
bounded by northerly trending sub-parallel mountain ranges. The mountain ranges, depending 
on location, are made up of a mixture of marine sedimentary rocks from the Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic Eras and volcanic rocks of Tertiary age. The valleys' unconsolidated sediments reflect 
the erosion process from the mountain blocks and are filled with sediments that range in size 
from clay to boulders. Carbonate rocks, mostly of Paleozoic age underlie virtually all the valley 
aquifer systems, thus providing continuity of ground-water flow throughout the entire area. 
Ground-water storage and flow in the carbonate rocks are enhanced by dissolution of the rock 
and an extensive fracture system. In some valleys volcanic rocks overlie carbonate rocks and 
underlie valley unconsolidated aquifer systems. 

Tikaboo Valley and Three Lakes Valleys North and South are all located within the Great Basin 
Physiographic Region as defined by Fenneman (1931) and also further defmed by Heath (1984) 
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as being in the Alluvial Basins Ground-Water Region. The valleys are considered to be in the 
D VFS as defined by Harrill and others (1988), which is a series of valleys that are tributary via 
ground-water outflow to Death Valley, California. Additionally, these valleys are in the 
Carbonate Rock Province of southern Nevada as defined by Dettinger and others (1995), Prudic 
and others (1995), and Plume (1996). In some USGS publications Tikaboo Valley is part ofa 
sub-set of valleys (Tikaboo, Penoyer, and Kawich Valleys) that make up a separate ground-water 
flow system tributary to the WRFS in Coyote Spring Valley. Because the data are sparse and 
uncertain we have proposed drilling several monitor wells to help in understanding this flow 
system. 

The water resources of these valleys originate from two sources; the first is precipitation on the 
basin that becomes ground-water recharge and the second is ground-water inflow from an up
gradient basin. For the purposes of this report a simplified flow system, used by Cole and others 
1992a, b, and Buqo and others, 1992, is presented as follows: the ground-water recharge in 
northern part of Tikaboo Valley flows south through the volcanic and underlying carbonate 
rocks, and perhaps the alluvial aquifer, to the southern part of the valley. 

More complex interpretations, such as Thomas and others (1996) argue that water from the 
WRFS (Pahranagat Valley) contributes to the DVFS. Harrill and others (1988) suggests the 
northern part of Tikaboo Valley receives water from Pahranagat Valley but the southern part of 
Tikaboo Valley contributes to both flow systems. According to Dettinger (1989), part of the 
ground-water outflow from Tikaboo Valley is tributary to the WRFS in the vicinity of northern 
Coyote Spring Valley. Also, some USGS investigators (Winograd and Thordarson, 1968) have 
estimated ground-water flow from the southern end ofPahranagat Valley exits the WRFS along 
the Pahranagat Shear Zone into the southern part of Tikaboo Valley and returns to Coyote Spring 
Valley and the WRFS wi thin a few short miles. A combination of structure and permeability 
difference is allegedly the cause of this flow phenomenon. The data to support the various 
complex flow system interpretations are mostly lacking and primarily geologic. The 
interpretations of the various authors are more fully described in the "Discussion of Previous 
Flow Path and Hydrologic Boundary Interpretations". 

Ground-water levels in the southern part of Tikaboo Valley are about 800 to 1,000 ft higher than 
ground-water levels to the east in Coyote Spring Valley and perhaps 600-800 ft higher than 
water levels to the west in Three Lakes Valley North. Because there are no wells in Three Lakes 
Valley North the gradient to the west is unknown. The Desert and East Desert Ranges bound the 
southern part of Tikaboo Valley on the west. The Desert Range may be a partial barrier to the 
ground water moving west because of the low permeability of the Precambrian rocks that make 
up the greater part of the range. A range-front fault, the southern extension of the Pahranagat 
Shear Zone, bounds the southern part ofTikaboo Valley on the east (west side of the Sheep 
Range), and may also be a partial barrier to ground-water flow, especially in combination with 
Gass Peak Thrust farther to the east. Thus, ground-water outflow direction from the southern 
part ofTikaboo Valley is uncertain and we have proposed drilling several monitor wells to help 
defme the direction of ground-water flow. 

Three Lakes Valley South receives ground-water inflow from the northwest comer of Las Vegas 
Valley drainage area. Based on water-level data from three wells drilled for the Carbonate 
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Terrain exploration program of the mid to late 1980' s it appears the flow from the southwest end 
of the Sheep Range (in the Las Vegas Valley drainage) is to the northwest toward Three Lakes 
South. 

Three Lakes Valley North is separated from Three Lakes South by a low surface divide, but the 
ground water in both valleys is considered one system with a westward movement. All ground 
water in Three Lakes Valleys North and South mingles with ground water from other tributary 
ground-water systems to the west and north and is considered part of the DVFS ultimately 
discharging in a multitude of areas to the west. 

GEOLOGY 

The geology of the study area is typical of the Basin and Range / Great Basin. About half of the 
area is covered by alluvium; the other half is exposed bedrock. A majority of the bedrock is 
Paleozoic carbonate rocks, which also underlie the alluvium. The study area is therefore within 
carbonate terrain as defined by Dettinger and others (1995) of the Great Basin Physiographic 
(geologic) Province, defined by (Fenneman 1931). Tertiary volcanic rocks also cover large parts 
of the study area. 

Basic rock types as exposed in numerous mountain ranges in the study area are predominantly 
sedimentary and volcanic in origin. Sedimentary rock types include limestones and dolomites 
that comprise the carbonate rocks of the region. Clastic sedimentary rocks are in general terms 
the non-carbonate rocks, including shales, sandstones, and siltstones. Clastic rocks in southern 
Nevada typically have lower permeability properties than the carbonate rocks. Underlying the 
sedimentary rocks are very old igneous and metamorphic rocks that have been altered from their 
original rock types by extreme depth, heat and pressure. These rock types, although not exposed 
in the study area, are present at depth forming the basement rock (lower boundary for ground
water flow systems examined in this study). Volcanic rocks are younger than the Paleozoic 
carbonate and Mesozoic clastic rock and sometimes form a caprock over carbonate rocks. The 
volcanic rocks can also be quite thick, especially near the source of the volcanic flows or areas 
that were topographic depressions at the time of volcanic events. 

Consolidated and unconsolidated valley fill deposits are the youngest geologic materials of the 
region resulting from erosion of rocks from the surrounding mountains. Alluvium (valley fill) 
can have a range of hydraulic properties, with more permeable sands and gravels and less 
permeable silts and clays. 

A complex geologic history of folding and faulting of the rocks in southern Nevada and the 
Great Basin has resulted in the present day mountain ranges and valleys. The geologic history 
represented in the study area spans from rocks first deposited over 700 million years ago (Ma) to 
present day alluvial deposition. 

Previous Work 

The best general sources of geological information (especially stratigraphy) of the study area are 
the Clark (Longwell and others, 1965) and Lincoln (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970) County 
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reports. Prior to this, the early western surveys (Fremont, and Wheeler) passed through parts of 
the study area in the 1800's, and localized areas (especially on the NTS) and specific subjects 
(volcanic rocks, carbonate rocks, thrusts, Tertiary faults) were geologically mapped. Many of 
the earlier geologic interpretations were integrated into the county reports. 

Subsequent to the county reports, localized and special interest maps were developed on a 
variety of subjects, including but not limited to: Mesozoic and Tertiary structures, detachment 
faults, strike-slip faults, calderas, Tertiary sedimentation, Quaternary sedimentation and 
hydrogeology. Primary significance to this present study are the reports related to structure by: 
Langenheim and others, 1998; Faulds and others, 1990; Wernicke and others, 1984; Guth, 1981; 
Stewart, 1998 and 1980; Eaton, 1979; Eaton and others, 1978; Ekren and others, 1977; and 
Burchfiel and Davis, 1975. 

Although geologic mapping and investigation have always been ongoing near the study area 
access has always been a significant problem, however, the pace of investigation increased 
during the late 1990's in support of the Death Valley Flow Model (DVFM). Some of the most 
recent publications are; the geologic map (MF-2381-A) of Workman and others (2002); 
interpretive cross-sections (MF-2370) ofSweetkind and others (2001a); and a study of Tertiary 
rocks (OF-01-400) ofSweetkind and others (2001b). Most of the recent publications associated 
with the DVFM are available in PDF form at www.usgs.gov. 

Hydrogeologic Basemap (Plate I) 

A Geographic Information System (GIS) based hydrogeologic map was developed for the study 
area, which is about evenly divided between Clark and Lincoln Counties and is an expansion of 
previous studies by L VVWD to the east (L VVWD 2001). The previous investigations, 
associated map and ground-water model were presented along with accompanying 
documentation at a water right hearing in July of 2001. 

The hydrogeologic map for the study area (Plate 1) was designed to not only display the major 
groups of rocks with similar hydrologic properties but also to cartographically resolve the 
differences in interpretation along the margins between the two published county maps. The 
observations of subsequent geologic mapping, especially the locations of hydrogeologically 
significant structures, were also included to develop a map more consistent with current geologic 
thought. The individual geologic units were combined into groups of similar hydrogeologic 
properties. The resulting units can be used to develop ground water flow models directly, but 
differ from hydro stratigraphic units (units that are more precisely defmed by porosity and 
permeability), because the boundaries of the units exactly correspond to geologic formational 
boundaries. 

Accompanying the geology section of L VVWD (2001) are two plates (geologic and 
hydrogeologic maps) and eleven hydrogeologic cross-sections (A through K). In this current 
study, one of the cross-sections (A) was lengthened and significantly revised, two of the cross
sections (E, and H) were expanded to the west, and a new cross-section (L) was created. In 
addition, a small part of Sweetkind and others' (200Ia) cross-section 24 was added to show the 
geometry of thrusts in the Spring Mountains. On Plate 1 of this report the five cross-sections are 
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labeled as A-A', WL-WL' (western part ofL), WE-WE' (western part of E), WH-WH' (western 
part of H), and C24-C24', the central part of Sweet kind and others' (2001a) S24 converted to the 
hydrogeologic units used in this current study and in LVVWD (2001). 

Hydrogeologic Units 

The oldest rocks exposed in the study area are Precambrian age (900 to 570 Ma, Proterozoic Z) 
clastic rocks composed of shale, quartzite with small amounts of dolomite and limestone, which 
constitute the western part of the Desert Range. Most, or all, of the section in the Desert Range 
is the Johnnie Formation (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970), which is about 4,000 ft thick. The 
Johnnie Formation is the oldest known bedded unit that exists in Lincoln or Clark County, and is 
interpreted as underlying the alluvium on the floor of Three Lakes Valley North. Older 
metamorphosed, gneiss and schist (pCm, Plate 1) Precambrian (2.5 Ma to 900 Ma, Proterozoic X 
and Y) rock underlies the Johnnie Formation and may be within a few thousand feet of land 
surface in the Desert Range and beneath Three Lakes Valley North. 

The Johnnie Formation is also exposed in the Papoose Range and on the west side of the Groom 
Range (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970). Longwell and others (1965) mapped the upper part of 
the Precambrian section in the Desert Range as Sterling Quartzite and reported the presence of 
this unit as an allochthonous upper plate ( over thrust) rock within the Wheeler Pass and Gass 
Peak Thrust in Spring Mountains and on the east side of the Sheep Range. 

Tschanz and Pampeyan (1970) mapped the early Cambrian age (570 to 505 Ma) Prospect 
Mountain Quartzite as conformable with and immediately overlying the Johnnie Formation in 
the Desert Range. This unit generally thins to the west and is about 4,000 ft thick in the Desert 
Range. The Prospect Mountain, with local variations, is also known as Wood Canyon, Carrara 
and Tapeats Formations or is unnamed in other areas. 

This clastic Cambrian section continues upward in the Desert Range, and is conformable with 
the 'Pioche Shale and similar although less well known formations. Tschanz and Pampeyan 
(1970) report that these units are about 1,000 ft thick over most of Lincoln County. The Johnnie 
Formation, Prospect Mountain Quartzite, Pioche Shale and associated formations were 
collectively grouped in the CpCs (Cambrian and Precambrian siliciclastic aquitard) 
hydrogeologic unit. The maximum thickness on the cross-sections in Plate 1 is 7,000 ft. 

The bulk of the East Desert Range, and the north part of the Sheep Range are composed of 
middle and late Cambrian age (520 to 505 Ma) dolomite and limestone. Longwell and others 
(1965) mapped this unit simply as Cambrian dolomite and limestone. Tschanz and Pampeyan 
(1970) mapped this same unit as Highland Peak Formation in Lincoln County and state it is 
equivalent to the Bonanza King Formation used on the NTS in the Arrow Canyon Range 
(Langenheim and Larson, 1973). 

Although the Highland Peak Formation unit was named for a range near Pioche, Tschanz and 
Pampeyan (1970) reported that the thickest measured section was in the Groom Range (about 
5,500 ft thick, by other authors, and measurements by Tschanz and Pampeyan from aerial 
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photographs indicate that it may be as much as 7,500 ft thick). Typically this unit is 3,000 to 
4,000 ft thick. 

The Highland Peak and associated formations were collectively grouped in the Cc (Cambrian 
carbonate aquifer) hydrogeologic unit. These rocks were separated from the overlying carbonate 
rocks to show some of the structural details on the cross-section rather than due to differences in 
hydrologic properties. The maximum thickness on the cross-sections on Plate 1 is 8,000 ft. 

Overlying the Cambrian section is a dolomite and limestone of lower and middle Ordovician age 
(505 to 458 Ma), commonly mapped as the Pogonip Group or Formation. This geologic unit 
forms the bulk of the Pintwater Range, eastern and southern parts of the Desert Range, southern 
part of the Sheep Range, outcrops along the crest of the northern part of the Sheep Range, the 
central part of the Groom Range, and is usually about 1,000 ft thick. 

Because nearly all of the Paleozoic section (Cambrian to Permian, 570 to 245 Ma) is composed 
of grey dolomite and limestone, the middle Ordovician Eureka Quartzite (478 to 458 Ma, 
commonly bright white or reddish) is an important geologic stratigraphic marker bed. This unit 
is thin, less than 400 ft thick and commonly less than 100 ft thick to absent (Langeheim and 
Larson; 1973, Tschanz andPampeyan; 1970, Longwell and others; 1965), and is therefore 
usually mapped together with the underlying Pogonip. In addition to being thin the unit is 
commonly a sandstone and therefore permeable. Throughout the study area this unit is 
considered either an ineffective aquitard or aquifer and included in the upper Paleozoic carbonate 
aquifer section. 

The Paleozoic carbonate section is nearly continuous and all of the geologic periods (Cambrian, 
Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian) are represented by 
rocks somewhere in the study area. The upper part of the section shows influence of the 
Paleozoic Antler Highland (Blakey, 1997). The associated clastic Mississippian and 
Pennsylvanian sediments (Tschanz and Pampeyan 1970) are known to exist west, on the NTS 
(Eleana Formation), and east of the study area, in the Meadow Valley Mountains (Chainman 
Shale). The absence of these rocks in the East Desert Range appears to be related to lack of 
deposition in the Paleozoic and subsequent faulting and erosion. The basin between the Antler 
Highland and the paleomargin of North America in this period was relatively deep and was a 
depobasin (forearc) for carbonate rock (Blakey, 1997). This resulted in a thick carbonate section 
along the eastern margin of the present day Great Basin that extends from the study area to Provo 
Utah (prudic and others, 1996) and is the present day carbonate terrain. The clastic 
sedimentation associated with the Antler Highland was probably not deposited but rather 
carbonate rocks in the Mississippian Monte Cristo and Pennsylvanian-Permian Bird Springs 
Formations were deposited. These rocks compose a large part of the Spring Mountains and Las 
Vegas Range (Longwell and others, 1965) and laterally equivalent rocks are common in Lincoln 
County (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970). These two units are the largest and most permeable part 
of upper Paleozoic section and constitute the "upper carbonate aquifer" of Winograd and 
Thordarson (1975) on the NTS. Within the study area however, the carbonate section is 
continuous therefore distinction between the upper and lower carbonate sections does not appear 
to be appropriate because there is no intervening significant aquitard. 
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Most of the Paleozoic (505 Ma to 245 Ma, Ordovician through Permian) carbonate rocks were 
grouped together in a single hydrogeologic unit (POc aquifer unit). The maximum thickness in 
the study area is about 10,000 ft. 

Beginning in the Permian period (286 Ma) and extending through the Cretaceous period (66.4 
Ma), the margin of North America (to the east) began to encroach on the study area (Blakey, 
1997) ultimately expanding to the Sierra Nevada Mountains. A small area at the mouth of Lee 
Canyon in the Spring Mountains is an outcrop of Permian Kaibab, and Toroweep (clastic rich 
carbonate rocks) and Triassic Moenkopi and Chinle (limey clastic rocks) Formations. Because 
these rocks are younger than the highly permeable carbonate rocks and primarily an aquitard 
they were separated into a hydrogeologic unit. Because no cross-section (on Plate 1) goes 
through the area of outcrop, no thickness has been estimated for these units. 

Tertiary age (66.4 to 1.6 Ma) volcanic rocks cover large parts of the study area, specifically the 
southern part of the Pahranagat Range, eastern parts of the Jumbled Hills, and eastern part of the 
Groom Range, with a small outcrop in the central part of Pintwater Range. These rocks are 
between 35 and 8 million years old (Oligocene and Miocene Epoch) and are in general older than 
the Tertiary basin fill sediments. The permeability of the volcanic rock is highly variable and 
related to the degree and amount of welding, fracturing, and alteration. 

Tertiary (clastic) sedimentary rocks crop out in the central Pintwater Range, Jumbled Hills, near 
Sheep Pass on the Alamo Road, east of Alamo Road on the west side of the Sheep Range, north 
of Gass Peak, and northern and eastern parts of the Spotted Range. Both of the county geologic 
maps suggest that these deposits may be Tertiary or Cretaceous (abbreviations used are "TKc" 
and "Th ?"). Tschanz and Pampeyan (1970) followed the example of Longwell and others 
(1965) who mapped very large areas of clastic sedimentary rocks near Lake Mead as either 
probably Cretaceous or a combination of Cretaceous and Tertiary. Bohannon (1984) 
documented, using radiological dates, that most of the sediments in the Lake Mead area were 
Tertiary (Miocene) and belonged to a single formation (Horse Spring). Following Bohannon's 
example, Sweetkind and others (200Ib) redesignated the older sedimentary outcrops and 
associated volcanic rocks near the NTS and on the Nye, Lincoln and Clark County geologic 
maps as "Tertiary basin-fill rocks". Sweetkind and others' (200Ib) maps cover most of the 
study area, however unlike Sweetkind and others, this present investigation distinguishes 
between sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Therefore the two rock types are designated on Plate 1 
as Tv (Tertiary volcanic rocks) and Ts (Tertiary sedimentary rocks). Both Ts and Tv can be 
several thousand ft thick but the basin fill, in the valleys of interest, are usually less than 2,000 ft 
thick (plate I). The permeability of the Tertiary sedimentary rocks is highly variable, however, 
because they are commonly indurated, the permeability is often related to fracturing. 

Most of the valley floors are covered by units designated as Quaternary age (1.6 Ma to present) 
on the two county geologic maps, therefore the bulk ofthe valley fill was also assumed to be 
Quaternary and mapped as Qs on Plate 1. The permeability of the sediments is highly variable 
and commonly related to grain size. In general, the Quaternary sediments are usually more 
permeable than the older sediments. 
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Summary of Major Structure Trends in the Study Area 

The study area is marked by several episodes of tectonic activity. Precambrian crystalline rocks 
underlie the interior of the western United States. This was the platform on which numerous 
mountain building episodes (orogenys) occurred. During the Paleozoic Era thick sequences of 
carbonates and clastics were deposited in geosynclines that were later tectonically deformed 
during the Antler orogeny (Stewart and Poole, 1974). The style of deformation was largely folds 
and thrust belts. 

During the Mesozoic Era (245 to 66.4 Ma), the tectonics of the western North America were 
dominated by deep-seated plate tectonic activity (Burchfiel and Davis, 1975). This motion 
brought about complex tectonic activity in the form of folding, thrusting, sedimentation, and 
igneous activity in western North America. The primary deformation occurred during the Sevier 
Orogeny in late Jurassic and in approximately the same belt the Laramide Orogeny occurred in 
latest Cretaceous (Stewart, 1978). 

During the early to middle Cenozoic Era, wide-spread volcanism occurred in the northern Great 
Basin and spread from the northeast to the southwest. During middle to late Cenozoic time the 
modern day Basin and Range was defined. The structure within the margins of the Basin and 
Range Province is highly complex system of normal faults which movement along has resulted 
in uplifted highlands forming mountain ranges and intervening alluvial valleys. The ranges and 
intervening valleys are elongated north-south. The Sheep Range, Desert Range, Pintwater Range, 
and Groom Range all display this landscape form. 

Late stage Basin and Range development (approximately 10 million years ago) imprinted two 
other fault patterns. First, a series of northeast/southwest trending left-lateral faulting developed 
in the eastern margins of the Basin and Range and spread to the central part of the Great Basin. 
This faulting commonly truncates ranges by several kilometers. Pahranagat Shear Zone, Lake 
Mead Fault Zone, and the Kane Wash Fault Zone are examples of this type of deformation. 
Secondly, the last major deformation imprinted on the Basin and Range Province is a series of 
northwest/southeast trending right-lateral strike-slip faults. Like the left-lateral structures these 
faults displace ranges with a right lateral motion and more uniquely, cause a regional oroflexural 
bending between ranges. The Las Vegas Shear Zone (Plate 1) is the best example of this type of 
deformation that causes oro flexural bending of the Spring Mountains to the south of the Las 
Vegas Shear Zone and the Sheep Range, Desert Range, and Pintwater Range north of the fault 
zone. 

The most obvious part of the Pahranagat Shear Zone is located along the north side of the 
Delamar Range and between the Pahranagat and Sheep Ranges. On Plate 1, however, the 
Pahranagat Shear Zone is mapped as continuous with the range bounding fault on the west side 
of the Sheep Range. Several other large down to the west listric normal faults are mapped 
further west (Tikaboo, East Desert Range, Alamo Road, Three Lakes, and West Pintwater 
Faults), some of which are primarily strike-slip faults (Dog Bone Lake and Indian Springs 
Faults). 
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To explain the drastic thinning of the Paleozoic carbonate units (Cc and POe, Plate 1) from west 
to east across the Pintwater Range to the Desert Range we interpret a large reverse fault, which 
created a highland, on the east side of the Pintwater Range (East Pintwater Fault, Plate 1). 
Further evidence for this fault is that areas east of the Pintwater Range, in the central Desert 
Range, much of the Paleozoic carbonate rocks have either been eroded off or never deposited. 
As discussed earlier, this part of the Desert Range is composed chiefly of Precambrian clastic 
rocks (CpCs, Plate 1) up to 7,000 ft in thickness. 

Hydrologic Significance of Faults 

Faults in bedrock can be barriers or conduits to flow, commonly depending on the direction of 
flow, the degree of fracturing of the rock, and the geologic setting. Most of the major normal 
faults in the study area are north trending and are generally considered conduits to flow along the 
fault zone. These same fault zones may be a barrier to flow across the fault zone. 

As previously discussed, the water levels in the southern part of Tikaboo Valley are much higher 
(800 to 1,000 feet) than Coyote Spring Valley. There are two structures that are potential 
barriers to flow that may contribute to this difference in water levels. The farthest east is the 
Gass Peak Thrust on the west side of Coyote Spring Valley, which is east of the present study 
area. This fault appears to be acting as a barrier to ground-water flow moving east from southern 
Tikaboo Valley to Coyote Spring Valley. 

The other potential barrier to ground water flow between southern Tikaboo Valley and Coyote 
Spring Valley is the southern extension of the Pahranagat Shear Zone (plate 1) that is interpreted 
as a range bounding fault on the west side of the Sheep Range. The Pahranagat Shear Zone 
along the north side of the Delamar Range and within Pahranagat Valley has commonly been 
interpreted as the major structural barrier between the upper and lower parts of the White River 
and Meadow Valley Flow Systems. Most of the southern extension of the Pahranagat Shear Zone 
in the study area displaces Paleozoic carbonate rocks against Paleozoic carbonate rocks. This 
extension of the fault within the study area could be a barrier to flow because it offsets beds and 
is transverse (north-south) to the dominant flow direction (believed to be east-west), but its effect 
is unknown. 

The Gass Peak Thrust in Coyote Spring Valley and the southern extension of the Pahranagat 
Shear in southern Tikaboo Valley are potential barriers to ground-water flow from the southern 
part ofTikaboo Valley east to the WRFS. However, both structures have been fractured by 
numerous younger faults in an east-west direction undoubtedly increasing the permeability of the 
rock along these younger faults. Additionally, the dominant bedding-plain dip of the carbonate 
rocks that make up the Sheep Range is to the east creating a preferred direction for ground-water 
flow. 

GROUND-WATER FLOW SYSTEM 

The ground-water flow system underlying the study area is considered part of the DVFS and 
may be part of the WRFS. These flow systems are vast, encompassing much of southern 
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Nevada, and connecting many hydrographic basins through the classic carbonate-rock aquifer. 
The three-valley study area is located on the eastern margin of the DVFS and perhaps Tikaboo 
Valley is on the western margin of the WRFS. 

GROUND-WATER SOURCE 

All ground water, regardless of where it is starts out as surface water, is from precipitation in the 
form of rain and snow on the entire drainage area with the bulk of the precipitation on the 
mountain blocks, which are the main recharge areas. Water that has evaporated principally from 
the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of California moves inland as atmospheric water, condenses and 
falls as rain and snow upon the mountain blocks. Undoubtedly, summer storms provide 
significant amounts of moisture, but it is the regional winter storms that are most important for 
water resources because the effect of summer storms at higher altitudes is minimal. 

Once water falls on the ground, some of it evaporates immediately and returns to the atmosphere 
(sublimation takes its toll from snow packs), while some water runs off into ephemeral stream 
channels where it may infiltrate to the water table as the streams transect alluvial fans. Most of 
the precipitation infiltrates the shallow soil mantle overlying the bedrock and is used by the 
plants and returns to the atmosphere by way of transpiration. The amount of water that is excess 
to the plant's needs and exceeds the moisture holding capacity of the soil infiltrates through the 
soil mantle into the underlying bedrock. Ultimately, the water reaches the water table and 
becomes part of the ground-water system. Over large parts of many of the mountain blocks the 
soil cover is thin to non-existent and the water infiltrates directly into fractures in the bedrock. 

Precipitation 

Precipitation in Nevada is strongly controlled by orographic effect because there is a defmite 
increase of precipitation with altitude. Most researchers also assume the natural recharge 
efficiency (the percent of precipitation that becomes ground water recharge) increases with 
altitude and this increase is proportional to the precipitation. This results in an interpretation that 
the surrounding mountain ranges of any valley are the most important areas for analyzing climate 
and natural recharge. 

Microclimates or local altitude-precipitation relationships are probably quite common but the 
details of most of them are unknown because of the low density of precipitation gages. The low 
density of gages in Nevada is partially related to the low density of population and the gages that 
exist with records of sufficient length are concentrated near population centers, in the valley 
lowlands. Like most natural systems, precipitation is time dependent in addition to being a 
spatial phenomenon, and a distinction is usually made between weather (daily to yearly 
variations) and climate (lOs to 1,000s of years). Climate is of primary interest to ground-water 
hydrology, but both weather and climate are of interest to hydrologists. Long-term precipitation 
records become climatic data once sufficient data are collected to minimize the effects of yearly 
variations. Climatologists usually assume thirty years of record is required to minimize the 
yearly variation, however, some data are always better than none and our technique has been to 
use the entire period of record regardless of length. 
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The orographic effect and also rain shadows and storm tracts are known to exist near the study 
area and strongly control precipitation distributions such as were described in Donovan and 
Katzer (2000). Quiring (1965) documented the large rain shadow in southern Nevada caused by 
the Sierra Nevada in combination with the White Mountains. This rain shadow is most obvious 
near Tonopah, but it's effects extend south and east onto the NTS and beyond. Maxey and 
Jameson (1948) noted the west side of the Spring Mountains is relatively dryer than the east side 
and the Sheep Range was relatively dryer than either side of the Spring Mountains; all effects are 
probably controlled by, among other variables, storm tracts. 

The observations of Maxey and Jameson (1948) were quantified in Donovan and Katzer (2000) 
who also noted and quantified a difference between southern (wetter) and northern (dryer) parts 
of the east side of the Spring Mountains. This quantification took the form of two altitude -
precipitation relationship equations, one labeled "Kyle Canyon" and one labeled "Lee Canyon". 

In L VVWD (2001) the precipitation techniques described in Donovan and Katzer (2000), were 
applied to valleys in the White River and Meadow Valley Flow Systems. In that report four new 
altitude precipitation relationships were developed. Most of the present study area is west and 
immediately adjacent to valleys where one of the four relationships, the "Dry" altitude -
precipitation relationship, was used. The other part (southern end of Three Lakes Valley South) 
is adjacent to the "Lee Canyon" relationship of Donovan and Katzer (2000). 

When the "Dry" relationship was developed it included the precipitation stations used to develop 
the "Sheep Range" relationship described in Donovan and Katzer (2000). The "Dry" 
relationship is similar but a little "wetter" which is a reasonable observation because the highest 
part of the Sheep Range is within Las Vegas Valley and is in the rain shadow of the Spring 
Mountains. 

Available Precipitation Data 

Based on the above discussion it seems reasonable to assume the current study area should be 
divided into two parts, one where the precipitation would be described using the "Dry" equation 
of L VVWD (2001) and the other part the "Lee Canyon" relationship of Donovan and Katzer 
(2000). The method described in Donovan and Katzer (2000) to quantify local altitude -
precipitation relationships is based on the available precipitation data within the basin, but it is 
not designed to defme a general relationship between altitude and precipitation. In previous 
areas (L VVWD, 200 I) where the technique described by Donovan and Katzer (2000) was 
applied, new altitude precipitation relationships were developed. Unfortunately, no precipitation 
data are known to exist in the basins of this current study. Data are known, however, to exist on 
and west of the NTS, and in the Spring Mountains. 

The Spring Mountain precipitation data were used in Donovan and Katzer (2000), but not by 
L VVWD (2001) because it was considered outside the area of influence. Most of the NTS data 
were also considered too far away for any previous analysis by LVVWD. The bulk ofNTS data 
are also not available in the three major sources of data used in prior analysis of this type 
(Donovan and Katzer, 2000 and LVVWD, 2001). The three major sources of precipitation data 
used previously are: 1) low altitude data from the Western Regional Climate Center (WRCC) 
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website (www.wrcc.dri.edu), 2) mid range altitude data from NDWR, and 3) high altitude data 
from the USGS. 

A joint project between the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Air Resources Laboratory, (ARL), Special Operations 
and Research Division (SORD) developed a website, (www.sord.nv.doe.govlhome_climate.htrn) 
to disseminate weather and climate data on the NTS. Data from this website were used in 
conjunction with three sources to analyze precipitation in the study area. 

The stations are color coded by source and the specifications of the sites are listed in Table 2 and 
shown on Figure 5. 

T bl 2 P a e . - reClpltatwn statIOns an dd ata use I . In t IS analysIs. 
Latitude Longitude Altitude Perlodof Preeipitation Equa- Record Order tion l Agency' Sitename3 

Feet I Inches DMS3 DMSJ Feet Start End Year I Year 

1 Dry WRCC 
Desert Game Range 

362600 1152200 2920 194812000 0.37 4.38 
(DNWR) 

2 Dry SORD Well5B 364807 1155755 3080 1963 2000 0.41 4.94 

3 Dry SORD Desert Rock 3637 16 ll60133 3250 1964 2000 0.48 5.77 

4 Dry WRCC Desert Rock WSMO 363700 11601 00 3300 1984 2000 0.51 6.13 

5 Dry SORD Rock Valley 364107 116 11 32 3400 1964 2000 0.52 6.24 

6 

~ 
WRCC Pahranagat WLR 37 1600 1150700 3400 1964 2000 I 0.53 6.40 

7 SORD Jackass Flats 364705 ll6 1720 3422 1958 2000 0.46 5.50 

8 SORD Area 6 365358 1160204 3710 1997 2000 0.47 5.61 

9 Dry SORD Mercury 363939 ll6 00 36 3770 1972 2000 0.49 5.87 

10 Dry SORD Yucca Dry Lake 365723 ll60251 3924 1958 2000 0.56 6.76 

II Dry WRCC Key Pittman WMA 373700 ll5 1300 3950 1964 1989 0.66 7.94 

12 Dry SORD Buster Jangle Y 370346 1160309 4070 I 1960 2000 0.54 6.45 

13 Dry SORD PHS Farm 371232 11602 19 4565 1965 2000 0.63 7.57 

14 Dry SORD 40 Mile Canyon 370257 1161715 4820 1960 2000 0.68 8.16 

15 Dry SORD Tippipah Springs 2 3703 II 116 11 29 4980 1961 2000 0.73:-~ 16 Dry SORD Little Feller 2 370705 11618 14 5120 1977 2000 0.69 8.29 

17 Dry SORD Rainier Mesa 37 11 28 1161255 7490 1960 1996 1.07 12.82 

18 Dry USGS Sheep Peak 363500 115 1443 9600 1985 2001 1.34 16.05 

19 Dry USGS Hayford Peak 363929 1151158 9840 1985 2001 1.35 16.24 

20 
Lee-

NDWR 
Camp Bonanza - Cold Creek 

361900 1154400 7400 1961 2001 1.50 18.03 
new Canyon 

21 
Lee -

NDWR 
Lee Canyon - Ski Lodge 

36 1930 1154000 8400 1961 2001 1.91 22.89 
new NDWR 

22 
Lee 

USGS Lee Canyon USGS 361822 1154025 8510 1985 2001 1.94 23.34 
new 

Equation used.' Proper names of agencies: Western Regional Climate Center (WRCC), Special Operations and Research Division 
SORD). Nevada Division of Water Resources (NDWR), US Geologic Survey (USGS). 'OMS = Degrees Minutes Seconds 
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Figure 5. - Precipitation stations in the study area. 
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The primary focus of this precipitation analysis, therefore, was to determine if there was a 
similarity between SORD data on the NTS (west of the study area), the "Dry" altitude 
precipitation relationship (east of the study area) and re-analysis of the data used in previous 
studies. 

The similarity between the precipitation stations, primarily SORD sites on the east side of the 
NTS, and the "Dry" relationship of L VVWD (200 I) are shown in Figure 6. Because of the 
similarity, no new altitude - precipitation relationship was developed for Tikaboo Valley, Three 
Lakes Valley North, and the northern part of Three Lakes Valley South. All of these areas are 
adjacent to the "Dry" valleys previously described in L VVWD (2001). 

The southern part of Three Lakes Valley South is adjacent to Lee Canyon. When the "Lee 
Canyon" altitude - precipitation relationship was developed, in Donovan and Katzer (2000), it 
was based on sites (three at - 8,500 ft altitude) in Lee Canyon and one at Indian Springs (- 3,100 
ft altitude). The average precipitation for the period of record at Indian Springs (1948 1962), is 
much less than both the Desert Game Range (Desert National Wildlife Range Headquarters at 
Com Creek Springs, -2,920 ft altitude) to the east or the Desert Rock (3,250 ft altitude) 
precipitation station to the west. It is possible that this is related to a local rain shadow caused by 
the Spring Mountains, but it is probably related more to the period of record, which according to 
the Desert Game Range record indicates this was a relatively dry period. 

Although Donovan and Katzer (2000) recognized this problem with the length of record, the 
Indian Springs station was still used to anchor the Lee Canyon relationship mostly because of its 
location. However, for the purpose of this present analysis, the Desert Game Range station was 
substituted for the Indian Springs station to construct the 'revised Lee Canyon' relationship, 
because it is probably more representative of long-term average precipitation than the Indian 
Springs station. This new altitude - precipitation relationship, called here the 'revised Lee 
Canyon', predicts a slight increase in precipitation at low altitude and a slight decrease in 
precipitation at high elevation compared to the original Lee Canyon relationship by Donovan and 
Katzer (2000). 

The two altitude - precipitation relationships "Dry" and "revised Lee Canyon" and the available 
precipitation data are shown on Figure 6. 

Differences between Estimates of Precipitation 

Total precipitation quantities in this study were estimated using a modified Maxey-Eakin 
technique developed by Donovan and Katzer (2000) in Las Vegas Valley and several other 
valleys in Nevada such as the Lower Virgin River Valley (Dixon and Katzer, 2002), the White 
River and Meadow Valley Flow Systems (LVVWD, 2001), and Spring Valley (Katzer and 
Donovan, in review). The total estimate of precipitation for the study area (708,000 afy), is 
significantly larger than the precipitation estimated using the Maxey-Eakin technique and the 
Hardman map (1936, 1965) as reported by Rush (1970) (620,000 afy), and slightly larger than 
the estimate using the May 1997 version of PRISM (701,000 afy) and about 3 percent greater 
than estimated by the DVFS investigators (Hevesi and others, 2002) who estimated 687,000 afy. 
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The maps vary in detail but the primary difference in interpretation between the previous and 
more recent precipitation distributions is the amount of precipitation between 4,000 and 7,000 ft. 
This altitude interval contains 67 percent of the total area and is composed of 37 percent of the 
area between 4,000 and 5,000 it, 21 percent of the area between 5,000 and 6,000 ft and 9 percent 
of the area between 6,000 and 7,000 ft. 

A recent precipitation estimate based on the 1980-1995 period of record for a network of 
precipitation stations has just been published by the DVFS project (Hevesi and others 2002, p.4, 
Figure 2) and shows precipitation varies from a low of 2.95 to a high of slightly over 30 inches. 
The various estimates of precipitation on the study area are compared in Table 3. 

T bi 3 C a e .- f h d b omparlson 0 preclpItation over t e stu ly area .y varIOUS stu d' les. 
Volume of Precipitation, in acre;.feetlyear 

Valley Investigator/Technique 
Maxey-Eakin l PRlSM..t DVFS;' This Study 

Tikaboo 380,000 452,786 438,400 484,414 
Three Lakes North 110,000 124,661 124,400 124,569 
Three Lakes South 130,000 123,613 124,200 135,114 
Total (rounded) 620000 701,000 687,000 708,000 

1. From Rush (1970, Table 3, p. 13). 
2. Based on the map version May 1997 developed by Daly and others (1994, Oregon State Climatic Service) and 

calculated by L VVWD/SNW A. 
3. From Hevesi and others (2002, Table 3, p. 28). 

RECHARGE 

Ground-water recharge takes place whenever there is sufficient precipitation to satisfy the soil 
moisture deficit and infiltrate past the root zone of the vegetation. This occurs mainly in the 
mountain blocks and can also take place on the alluvial slopes and the valley floor. All of the 
ephemeral drainages are considered recharge areas even though the surface-water flow is 
infrequent. Playas are not typically considered recharge areas because the finer-grained 
sediments making up the playa floor have very low permeabilities and restrict the infiltration of 
water. However, there are some exceptions where in some playas in southern Nevada (Yucca 
Lake on the NTS and Eldorado Valley south of Boulder City) large cracks have formed 
occasionally and serve as conduits for surface water to reach the ground-water table. It is 
unknown if this phenomenon is present in the study area. Water reaching the playas in the study 
area from surface runoff or direct precipitation ultimately evaporates back to the atmosphere. 

Development of Natural Recharge Estimates from 
Local Altitude-Precipitation Relationships 

Natural recharge for the basins in this study, as indicated previously, was estimated using 
precipitation quantities derived by a technique developed for Las Vegas Valley (Donovan and 
Katzer, 2000). It is conceptually similar to, and borrows heavily from, the Maxey-Eakin 
technique (Maxey and Eakin, 1949) and is characterized in this report as a "modified Maxey
Eakin". The "standard" Maxey-Eakin technique as summarized by Eakin (1966, p. 260-262) has 
been in use for over a half century and has probably been applied to every valley in Nevada 
although the estimate may not have been published. For an in-depth discussion of this method 
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see Avon and Durbin (1992, 1994) and LVVWD (2001, Chapter 4), but briefly, in the "standard" 
Maxey-Eakin technique the acreage of an individual valley was divided into five altitude 
intervals listed below in Table 4 (Eakin, 1966, Table 2). 

Table 4. "Standard" Maxey-Eakin assumptions used to estimate precipitation and 
d t h 2roun -wa er rec ar2e. 

Precipitation Zone (in.) 
Altitude Average Annual Recharge Efficiency 
Zone (ft.) Precipitation (ft.) (lifo) 

<8 < 6,000 Variable Negligible 
8 to 12 6,000 to 7,000 0.83 3 
12 to 15 7,000 to 8,000 1.12 7 
15 to 20 8,000 to 9,000 1.46 15 

>20 > 9,000 1.75 25 

The conventional method of estimating ground-water recharge for the USGS 
ReconnaissancelBulletin reports was to determine the acreage of 1,000 ft altitude intervals, 
mUltiply these by the average precipitation in ft, then multiply by the recharge efficiency (the 
percentage of precipitation that becomes natural recharge), then sum the altitude zones to 
estimate the total natural recharge as shown in Table 5. Implicit in the technique, is that the 
recharge efficiency is a function of precipitation rather than altitude and at least two precipitation 
maps Hardman (1936 and 1965) were used in the USGS basin reports. 

Typical modification of the technique was an adjustment of the relationship between altitude and 
precipitation. For example, Rush (1970, Table 3, p.13) assumed the northern part of Tikaboo 
Valley had a "standard" relationship, whereas in the southern part Tikaboo Valley and in the 
other two valleys of this investigation he decreased the altitude zones by 1,000 ft, thus increasing 
recharge estimate for the southern three areas. By contrast this study, assumed the relationship 
between altitude and precipitation was similar in the northern and southern parts of Tikaboo 
Valley reSUlting in an increased estimate of recharge compared to Rush (1970). 

The primary variation between the original Maxey-Eakin technique and the technique used here 
is the relationship between altitude and precipitation. This relationship is redefmed based on a 
significant number of increased years of precipitation data co llection. When Rush (1970) 
originally defmed the precipitation and ground-water recharge for the NTS, including the four 
valleys in the study area, he had a much smaller data base with significantly shorter periods of 
record than available today as shown by the precipitation stations listed in Table 2. This is more 
than justification for developing an updated altitude-precipitation relationship. The difficulty lies 
in an independent method of checking the ground-water recharge (or recharge efficiencies) by 
determining the ground-water discharge. Maxey-Eakin estimated ground-water discharge by ET 
to calibrate their recharge efficiencies. In most of the valleys in southern Nevada the major 
discharge is ground-water outflow to another valley and any given valley mayor may not have 
significant ground-water discharge by ET. Nevertheless, Donovan and Katzer (2000) applied the 
Maxey-Eakin recharge coefficients to their precipitation map of the Las Vegas Valley drainage 
area (based on local precipitation stations) and concluded their steady-state water budget 
balanced reasonably well (within seven percent). Devitt and others (2002) re-estimated a larger 
ground-water discharge from Las Vegas Valley than Donovan and Katzer (2000), which made 
the steady-state ground-water budget for the valley balance within four percent. This low 
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percentage of closure is not directly related to accuracy of estimating techniques,but clearly the 
lower the percentage the greater the level of confidence in the estimate. Thus, applying the 
Maxey-Eakin recharge coefficients to a modem precipitation map appears to be a valid approach. 

The Maxey-Eakin method to estimate precipitation and ground-water recharge were published 
by the Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources in the Ground-Water 
Reconnaissance Series and the Water Resource Bulletins from the mid 1940's through the mid 
1970's. Avon and Durbin (1992, 1994) document nearly 40 percent of the 233 Maxey-Eakin 
estimates made by the USGS in Nevada deviated from the standard technique for a variety of 
reasons. So modifications to the technique are not new. Yet it was not until revised values for 
ET by phreatophytes based on new research by Nichols in mid 1980's to the early 1990's that 
significant changes in the Maxey-Eakin method were made. Nichols (2000) used the new ET 
values to derive a set of recharge efficiencies to estimate ground-water recharge. Nichols' (2000) 
technique is specifically for use with a modified version of the May 1997 precipitation map 
defmed by the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) by Daly 
and others (1994) of the Oregon Climatic Service. This is a significant departure from the 
Hardman precipitation map of 1936 and 1965. Nichols' method appears to be reliable in valleys 
where the most significant ground-water discharge is ET, but not ground-water outflow. Thus, 
there is some uncertainty in applying Nichols' (2000) technique in the White River and Meadow 
Valley Flow Systems, as well as the DVFS because in these flow systems the PRISM 
precipitation map and Nichols (2000) recharge efficiencies create an excessive amount of 
ground-water recharge that is difficult to support based on existing ground-water data. 

Other investigators have modified the precipitation used by Maxey-Eakin and/or changing the 
Maxey-Eakin ground-water recharge coefficients. D'Agnese and others (1997) incorporated 
several variables in a modified form of the Maxey-Eakin method for defming the distribution of 
recharge based on precipitation stations in and around the NTS. Hevesi and Flint (1998) 
modified the Maxey-Eakin method by developing an exponential curve to defme recharge as a 
continuous function of precipitation. This approach was also developed by Donovan and Katzer 
(2000) in Las Vegas Valley and by Berger (2000a and b) in northern Nevada basins in the 
Humboldt River drainage. The main difference between these investigators is that Donovan and 
Katzer (2000) developed updated altitude-precipitation relationships based on local precipitation 
stations that utilized total periods of record for the various stations. This same approach was 
used by the L VVWD (200 I) for all valleys in the White River and Meadow Valley Flow 
Systems, Dixon and Katzer (2002) in the lower Virgin River Valley, and Katzer and Donovan (in 
review, 2003) in Spring Valley 

For this study, as indicated previously, we have developed two altitude-precipitation relations; 
one for the southern end of Three Lakes Valley South that is in the Spring Mountains drainage 
area (Lee-R is Lee Canyon revised), and the other is termed the 'Dry' equation from L VVWD 
(2001) which is applied to the remainder of the study area. The calculations of precipitation and 
ground-water recharge are listed in Table 5 in a typical Maxey-Eakin type format. 
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Table 5.-- Altitude, area, precipitation, and ground-water recharge for the study area. 
Basin Name Altitude, ACRES EQN1 Precipitution Recharge Ground-

in feet Volume in: Efficiencf water 
Feet Afy recharge, in 

afy 
Tikaboo Valley 3,500 127,622 Dry 0.52 66,657 0.008 559 

4,500 264,032 Dry 0.66 174,076 0.016 2768 

5,500 155,587 Dry 0.80 123,894 0.027 3311 

6,500 67,246 Dry 0.93 62,761 0.041 2596 

7,500 17,294 Dry 1.07 18,509 0.060 1116 

8500 2,016 Dry 1.21 2,433 0.084 204 

9,500 62 Dry 1.34 84 0.113 9 

Sub Total 633,859 448,414 10563 

Three Lakes Valley North 3,500 73,317 Dry 0.52 38,294 0.008 321 

4,500 71,053 Dry 0.66 46,846 0.016 745 

5,500 36,590 Dry 0.80 29,137 0.027 779 

6,500 8,822 Dry 0.93 8,234 0.041 341 

7,500 1,069 Dry 1.07 1,144 0.060 69 

8,500 615 Dry 1.21 742 0.084 62 

9,500 129 Dry 1.34 174 0.113 20 

Sub Total 191,596 124,569 2,336 

Three Lakes Valley South - N. part 3,500 71,575 Dry 0.52 37,384 0.008 313 

4,500 31,383 Dry 0.66 20,691 0.016 329 

5,500 11,691 Dry 0.80 9,309 0.027 249 

6,500 5,058 Dry 0.93 4,721 0.041 195 

7,500 3,089 Dry 1.07 3,306 0.060 199 

8,500 3,150 Dry 1.21 3,802 0.084 319 

9,500 1,027 Dry 1.34 1,381 0.113 156 

Sub Total 126,974 80,594 1,761 

Three Lakes Valley South S part 3,500 28,518 Lee-R 0.50 14,342 0.008 108 

4,500 13,808 Lee·R 0.77 10,658 0.025 261 

5,500 12,863 Lee·R 1.04 13,389 0.056 747 

6,500 6,755 Lee-R 1.31 8,849 0.105 930 

7,500 2,396 Lee-R 1.58 3,783 0.176 664 

8,500 1,348 Lee-R 1.85 2,491 0.250 623 

9,500 475 Lee-R 2.12 1,005 0.250 251 

10,500 2 2.39 4 0.250 

Sub Total 66,163 54,520 3,586 

Grand Total (rounded) 1,019,000 708,000 18,000 

1. EQN IS equation used to estimate volume of precipitation; 
Dry is: Precipitation (feet) == 0.000l37 (Altitude, in feet) + 0.04300, 
adjusted i = 0.92, (LVVWD 2001, SORD data excluded), p (rho, correlation) = 0.99) 
Revised Lee Canyon is: Precipitation (feet) =0.000269 (Altitude, in feet) - 0.043859 
Adjusted i = 0.97, (This report) 

2. Recharge efficiency = 0.05 (Precipitation ratel·75
, based on Donovan and Katzer (2000). 

The ground-water recharge values estimated for this study are compared with the estimates made 
by other investigators in Table 6. 
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Table 6.- Comparison of this study to previous estimates of area, precipitation and 
d Ii d groun -water recharge or the stu ly area. 

VaDey Acres Volume of Ground-water Recbarge 
Precipitation (aty, rounded) (al y, rounded) 

Maxey~ Hevesi This Maxer- Hevesi This Max!1- Hevesi 
Eakin l and Study Eakin and Study Eakin and 

others2 others2 others 2 

Tikaboo 644,000 
Not 

633,859 380,000 438,400 448,414 6,000 12,391 
Three Lakes North 189,692 Reported 191,596 110,000 124,400 124,569 2000 2,675 
Three Lakes South 200,173 193,137 130,000 124,200 135,114 6,000 4,100 
Totals (rounded) 1,034,000 1,019,000 620,000 687,000 708,000 14,000 19,000 
1. From Rush {I 970, Table 3, p. 13. 
2. From Hevesi and others (2002, p.lS. Table 3). 

Ground-water recharge for the four valleys has also been estimated by D' Agnese and others 
(1997), and Belcher and others (2001), however only the most recent estimates by Hevesi and 
others (2002) are listed in the above table. The results of these studies are products of a large 
ongoing investigation previously described that is directed toward understanding the DVFS. 

MOVEMENT 

This 
Study 

10563 
2,336 
5,347 
18,000 

Ground-water movement begins in the primary recharge areas of the mountain blocks. The 
direction of flow initially is downward to the underlying carbonate rocks and the basin fill 
aquifers and then generally laterally to areas of lower ground-water level altitudes. Although the 
direction of ground-water flow is usually determined from water level data, these data are very 
sparse and the direction must be inferred from recharge source areas and the probable 
permeability of the geologic medium and structure. 

Discussion of Previous Flow Path and Hydrologic Boundary Interpretations 

As indicated previously the three valleys within the study area are located along the boundary 
between the White River and Death Valley flow systems. Although these valleys are nominally 
considered pari of the DVFS in the summary report of the USGS Regional Aquifer System 
Analysis (RASA) (Harrill and Prudic, 1998, pgs. A8 and A9), the location of the boundary 
(along the crest of the Sheep and Pahranagat Ranges) between the flow systems is characterized 
as "uncertain". Individual RASA reports assume different boundaries, as does nearly every 
hydrologic report. In addition, the individual authors of the hydrologic reports have assumed 
different boundaries in different reports. 

The reasons for the uncertainty in the boundary are that different interpretations can be 
reasonably assumed, given the available data. The northern pari of Tikaboo Valley and Three 
Lakes Valley North do not have wells, which causes great uncertainty in any analysis. The study 
area valleys are in the center of the southern pari of the Carbonate Terrain of eastern Nevada and 
a high degree of hydraulic continuity between the WRFS and the DVFS through the carbonate 
rocks is likely. 
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As previously stated there are many different interpretations of ground-water flow for this part of 
the regional ground-water system and these are summarized and listed chronologically below. 

• Winograd (1963, p. 46) first postulated" ... that the eastern boundary of the Nevada Test Site

Three Lakes Valley region is no further east than the crest of the Sheep Range and may 
correspond approximately with the crest of the Desert Range". And Winograd further indicated 
the great thickness of clastic rocks in the Desert Range may be a barrier to ground-water flow. 
He also named the "Ash Meadows Basin", which is a subset of basins that include those on the 
NTS. 

• Rush (1970, Plate 1) with some uncertainty shows ground water in Southern Railroad Valley 
(Reveille Valley) moving south to Kawich Valley with both valleys in the DVFS and ground 
water in Penoyer Valley flowing north. However, Rush and others (1971) shows Penoyer as a 
closed basin and the three-valley study area as tributary to the DVFS. 

• Winograd and Thordarson (1975) indicated the three-valley study area is in the DVFS and 
included about 6,000 afy (p. 92) coming from the WRFS in the vicinity of the Pahranagat Shear 
Zone. This intersystem flow estimate was based on the geochemical and isotopic analysis 
summarized on (p. 110 - 111) although the original isotopic research was described in Winograd 
and Freidman (1969 and 1972). 

• Harrill and others (1983, Figure 3) were uncertain as to the boundary between the DVFS and 
WRFS but show it along the Sheep Range. 

• Harrill and others (1988) is more detailed, also shows the boundary as uncertain and place it 
on the Sheep Range with no ground-water inflow to Tikaboo Valley from the north, but do show 
inflow from Pahranagat Valley. Ground-water outflow from Tikaboo Valley is shown going to 
both the DVFS and the WRFS. 

• Dettinger (1989) theorized there are clastic rocks in the Sheep Range, which impede ground
water movement to the west causing ground water to flow north and east toward the Muddy 
Springs. 

• Prudic and others (1995,p. D-63) mentioned that the Desert Range is a logical location for a 
divide between the flow systems because of the low permeability of the Precambrian clastic 
rocks. Other RASA investigators such as Plume (1996, B25, Plate 5) provide geologic evidence 
to support the ground-water flow directions stated by Prudic and others (1993 and 1995). Prudic 
and others (1995, Figure 31, p. D-68) also interpreted the ground-water flow from Three Lakes 
Valleys North and South moves westerly as part of the DVFS. 

• Thomas and others (1996, Figure 16, p. C23) show Three Lakes Valleys North and South, and 
Tikaboo Valley to be part of the Ash Meadows Flow System, which is a subset of basins that are 
part of the larger DVFS. The eastern part of the southern end ofTikaboo Valley is shown as 
belonging to the WRFS. Thomas and others (1996C) do not indicate ground water flows from 
Kawich, Railroad South and Penoyer Valleys to Tikaboo Valley. 

• Harrill and Prudic (1998, Figure 2, p. A8, Table 1, p. All) show Railroad South and Kawich 
Valleys to be part of the DVFS and Penoyer Valley is classified as a single closed system. 
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Harrill and Prudic (1998, Figure 2, p. A8) further show the flow boundary on the east side of 
Tikaboo Valley and Three Lakes Valley South as uncertain, but the valleys are still considered to 
be in the DVFS. 

USGS investigators working in the DVFS have also published different interpretations over time. 
For instance: . 

• Faunt and others (1997, Plate 1) show the eastern boundary of the DVFS to be the drainage 
divide along the crest of the Sheep and Pahranagat Ranges and they excluded Railroad South and 
Penoyer Valleys from the DVFS. 

• Belcher and Elliott (2001, Figure 1, p. 2) show the eastern boundary of the DVFS to be along 
the Gass Peak Thrust in the western part of Coyote Spring Valley extending north through 
Pahranagat Valley to the southern edge ofPahroc Valley. They include as tributary to the DVFS 
Southern Railroad, Kawich, and Penoyer Valleys. 

• Hevesi and others (2002) use varying boundary interpretations in their figures, including the 
crest of the Sheep Range, the eastern flank of the Sheep Range and the Gass Peak Thrust. 

Clearly the majority of investigators have considered the study area to be in the DVFS and 
there is much uncertainty in the actual directions of ground-water flow in Kawich, Southern 
Railroad, and Penoyer Valleys. The potential ground-water inflow to Tikaboo Valley from 
Railroad South, Kawich, and Penoyer Valleys could range from 30,000 to 45,000 afy depending 
on the altitude-precipitation relationship used. In the absence of water-level data to show 
otherwise, these three valleys, Railroad South, Kawich, and Penoyer, are considered in this study 
to be a direct tributary to the DVFS and not tributary to Tikaboo Valley. 

Ground-Water Level Data 

Ground-water level data for the regional flow system in the vicinity of the study area are shown 
in Figure 7 and listed in Table 7. Data in Three Lakes and Tikaboo Valleys are sparse, to non
existent. Some wells completed in Paleozoic carbonate rocks exist throughout the region, 
including one well in Tikaboo Valley (DDL-2), and several wells located directly south and east 
of Three Lakes Valley South in Las Vegas Valley (CC-1, SBH-1, and DR-I). At least two wells 
west of Three Lake Valley South in Indian Springs Valley (TW-4 and TW-lO) are completed in 
Paleozoic carbonate rock. Numerous other wells are completed in carbonate rocks at the NTS, in 
Frenchman Flat and Yucca Flat. To the east of the study area, wells completed in carbonate rock 
exist in Coyote Spring Valley, and in hydrographic basins to the north, east, and south of Coyote 
Spring Valley. 
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Table 7.- Summary of Potentiometric Data - Tikaboo Valley and Three Lakes Valley 
R egion. 

Site Well Name Hydrograpbie Looation Lithology and Land Date of most Water Soliree of Data 
No. Bum (T,R,s.~;o depth of well, m Surfaee reeentWater Level and Notes 

feet Elevation Level Elevation 
(ifkuowu) (feet Measurement (feet 

amsl) amsl) 
001 Unnamed Tikaboo S06 ES8 28 Alluvium (745) 4,350 12-20·65 Below Dry Hole, 

3,605 Reported by 
USGS 

002 Unnamed Tikaboo S06 E58 34 Alluvium (500) 4,150 01·15-66 Below Dry Hole, 
3,650 Reported by 

USGS 
003 DDL·I Tikaboo SII E60 Alluvium (420) 3,207.4 12-15-98 3,052 USGS, USGS LS 

36aa (157.73) elevation corrected 
bySNWA 

004 DDL-2 Tikaboo SI2 E60 Carbonate (460) 3,291 10-25-02 3,079 USGS, Well 
lOad (-212.49) currently plugged, 

LS elevation 
corrected by 

SNWA 
005 USAFR63AI Three Lakes SI5 E57 26 Alluvium (930) 3,060 07-24-01 2,717.34 USGS 

South 
006 USAF Alpha 2 Three Lakes SI6E58 Alluvium (200) 3,066 05-15-00 2,934.46 USGS 

South 32cb 
007 USAF Alpha 3 Three Lakes SI6E58 Alluvium (210) 3,057 05-15-00 2,921.51 USGS 

South 29cc 
008 USAF 2278-1 Three Lakes SI6E57 Alluvium (400) 3,200 05-15-00 3,085.06 USGS 

South 29aa 
009 Unnamed (Fed Three Lakes SI5 E57 13 Alluvium 3065 I 963? 2,770 Winograd,1963 

Unused, 69-84) South 
010 USAF 2372-1 Las Vegas SI7 E58 Alluvium (300) 3180 05-12-00 2968.1 USGS 

14bcba 
011 CC-I (Cow Las Vegas SI6 E59 Carbonate (1403) 4,175 09-24-02 2,841.6 USGS,DRI 

Camp) 08cc2 (4,187) 
012 SBH-I Las Vegas SI6E58 Carbonate (720) 3,475 11-29-88 2,S94.15 USGS 

23ddd 
013 DR-I Las Vegas SI6 E5S 14a Carbonate (930) 3,579 06·18-02 2,763.69 USGS 
014 Com Creek Las Vegas SI7E59 Carbonate Source 2,931 N/A 2,931 Wilson, 2001 

Spring 34abb (Sheep Range) 
015 Army 2 Indian Springs SI6 E54 Alluvium (627) 3,799 06·19-02 3,302.57 USGS 

24bcba 
016 Army 3 Indian Springs SI6E55 Alluvium (S26) 3,617 05-04-00 3,330.93 USGS 

22da 
017 USAF Well 3 Indian Springs SI6E56 Alluvium (600) 3,130 06·26-02 2,78734 USGS 

OSbaac 
OIS USAF 106-2 Indian Springs SI6E5608 Alluvium (604) 3,085 05-15-00 3,023.41 USGS 
019 TW-IO (67·73) Indian Springs SI6 E54 OJ Carbonate (130 I) 3,569 OS-08-66 2,731.11 Reported by 

USGS 
020 TW-4 mdian Springs SI6 E55 04 Carbonate (620) 3,459 02-17-66 2,722.13 Reported by 

USGS 
021 USAF MW-21 Indian Springs SI6 E56 4a AlIuv/Carb? (75) 3,094.5 06-26-02 3,052.13 USGS 
022 Indian Springs Indian Springs SI6 E56 3 Alluvium (45) 3,137 03-18-46 3,123.98 Reported by 

Wtr USGS 
023 Cactus Springs Indian Springs S16 E55 Alluvium (100) 3,265 06-19-02 3,231.03 USGS 

3 IIdaac 
024 Unnamed Indian Springs SIS E5615 Alluvium 3,340 1963 2400- Winograd, 1963 

{I 6) 2450 
025 Unnamed Indian Springs S16 E56 2 AlIuv/Carb? (582) 3,116 06-24-99 3,081.8 USGS 
026 Indian Springs Indian Springs S16 E56 16 Carbonate (Spring 3,IS3 N/A 3,IS3 Wilson, 200 I 

Mntsl 
027 TW-3 Frenchman Flat S13 E55 19 Carbonate (1356) 3,484.12 01-22-02 2,38033 USGS 
028 Watertown Groom Lake SOS E55 13 Volcanic (1091) 4,437 10-01-55 3,541 Reported by 

2WW USGS 
029 Watertown Groom Lake S08 E55 14 Alluvium (670) 4,441 06-24-55 3,950.6 Reported by 

IWW USGS 
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Table 7.-- Summary of Potentiometric Data - Tikaboo Valley and Three Lakes Valley Region
continued. 

Site Well Name Hydrograpbie Location Lithology ,nd Land Date of most Water SOllree of Data 
No. Basin (T,R,S,Y .. %) depth of well, In Surfaee reeent Water Level and Notes 

feet Elevation Level Elevation 
(lfkuown) (feet Measurement (feet 

amal) amsl) 
030 USDOE Groom Lake S07 E54 23 Alluvium (221) 4,572 07-13-55 4,368.3 Reported by 

USGS 
031 Unnamed Pahranagat S08E61 AlluvNol? (350) 3,344 04-05-63 3,331.1 Reported by 

0200 USGS 
032 Alamo Pahranagat S07E61 Volcanic (780) Est. 3,540 August 1999 3,418.4 Lang Exploratory 

Industrial 0900 Drilling 
033 NDOT Pahranagat S06E61 Alluvium (260) 3,540 10-01-88 3,510 USGS 

29cc 
034 MXCE-VF-2 Coyote Spring SI2 E63 Carbonate ( 1221 ) 2,466.9 10-30-02 1,855.08 USGS 

29daOO 
035 MXCE-DT-4 Coyote Spring S13 E63 Carbonate (669) 2,172.6 10-30·02 1,818.29 USGS 

23dddc 
036 MXCE·DT·5 Coyote Spring S13 E63 Carbonate (628) 2,170 08·13·99 1,820.19 USGS 

26aaaa 
037 CSV·I Coyote Spring Sl3 E64 AiluvlMuddy Crk 2,158.6 01·05-01 1,812.49 USGS 

31daad J765) 
038 CSV-3 Coyote Spring Sl4E63 Alluvium (780) 2,414.3 09-24-02 1,823.06 USGS 

28acdc 
039 MXCE·DT-6 Muddy Springs S13 E65 Carbonate (937) 2,274.6 02·01-02 1,814.6 USGS 

35acaa 
040 SHV·I Hidden Valley SI6 E63 Carbonate (920) 2,648.8 09·24·02 1,816.52 USGS 

09ddab 

Water levels measured alluvial and volcanic wells in the region may not be truly representative 
of the regional flow system, but lacking other data, have been assumed to approximate water 
levels in the regional system. Some degree of connection is common between alluvium (or 
volcanic rocks) and underlying carbonate rock. Where local valley fill ground water flows 
downward into the carbonate rocks, water levels in the alluvium are generally expected to be 
higher than the potentiometric levels in the carbonates, and vice versa when the flow is from 
underlying carbonate rock into the alluvium. High altitude springs, common in many of the 
mountain blocks (typically very low flow rates), are assumed to represent localized flow 
systems. Indian and Corn Creek Springs, two low-altitude springs of significance outside the 
study area, are interpreted as representing regional flow gradients. 

Many investigators, including early interpretations by Winograd (1963), more recent 
interpretations by Thomas and others (1986 and 1996), and Wilson (2001) have mapped 
potentiometric levels in the general vicinity. However, the previously published potentiometric 
mapping is fragmented, in the context that contours have not been interpreted over the entire 
region, instead interpretations were made only in close proximity to multiple measurement 
points. 

Ground-Water Flow in Tikaboo Valley 

Some USGS investigators, as stated previously, indicate ground-water enters Tikaboo Valley 
across low permeability structures (faulting and upper Precambrian clastic rocks) at the southeast 
edge of Penoyer Valley (Sand Spring Valley) and northeast boundary of Groom Lake Valley. 
However, because of the total lack of water-level data in northern part ofTikaboo Valley, we 
have chosen not to account for this potential inflow. Some USGS investigators, as stated 
previously, argue inflow also occurs from southern Pahranagat Valley via the Pahranagat Shear 
Zone, however, no head data exist to support this assumption. Ground water in the northern part 
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of the Tikaboo Valley moves in a southerly direction with some potential outflow toward the 
southwest through Jumbled Hills into Emigrant Valley, but probably mostly to the southeast into 
the southern part of Tikaboo Valley. As indicated previously, most investigators believe ground
water flow out ofTikaboo Valley is to the west. 

In the northern part Tikaboo Valley two dry holes were drilled in the mid-l 960s to reported 
depths of500 and 745 ft (USGS National Water Level Database). These dry holes are 
interpreted to mean the regional potentiometric surface is at least below about 3,600 ft elevation 
at these locations, even though these holes were probably completed in valley fill deposits 
(Figure 7). 

Regional flow directions in the southern part of Tikaboo Valley are difficult to define.because 
only two wells exist in southern Tikaboo Valley (Desert Dry Lake (DDL) 1 and 2). DDL-l is 
completed in the alluvial aquifer and DDL-2 is completed in the carbonate aquifer. The data 
from these two wells indicate water levels in this area are about 800-1,000 ft higher than water 
levels in Coyote Spring Valley to the east and maybe 600-800 ft higher than water levels in 
Three Lakes Valley North to the west. 

These head differentials are probably caused by the ground-water barrier effects (low 
penneability), of the thick (thousands of feet) of clastic rocks in the Desert Range to the west. 
However there are west trending fault zones that bisect these clastic rocks and could provide 
avenues for ground-water flow. If ground-water flows to the east it must cross a range-bounding 
fault (part of the Pahranagat Shear zone) and move downward and eastward through several 
thousand feet of carbonate rocks that make up the Sheep Range. In addition to crossing the 
Pahranagat Shear Zone ground-water flow must also move through or under the Gass Peak thrust 
ultimately reaching the regional carbonate aquifer system underlying Coyote Spring Valley. The 
Pahranagat Shear Zone and Gass Peak Thrust are also bisected by west trending fault zones, as 
are the clastic rocks in the Desert Range, which tend to increase penneability. Alternatively or 
additionally to other flow directions ground-water flow out of Tikaboo Valley could follow the 
general course of the range-bounding fault (Pahranagat Shear Zone) south towards Three Lakes 
Valleys North and South and would be considered part of the DVFS. 

It is difficult to detennine the direction of regional flow based on the head data in DDL-l and 2. 
DDL-l represents the alluvial system and DDL-2 is completed in carbonate rocks and probably 
represents ground-water recharge to the alluvial system because the water level is higher in 
DDL-2. 

In 1988-89 the water-level gradient appeared to be from DDL-l toward DDL-2, which would 
indicate no ground-water recharge was occurring. In 1998 the apparent water level gradient 
changed because the land surface altitude reported in the USGS National Data Base was 50 ft 
higher for DDL-2, which probably indicates ground-water recharge is occurring. In September 
2002 L VVWD detennined the land surface altitude for DDL-l and 2 as indicated in Table 8. 
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Table 8.-- Listing of select measurements of land surface and water level altitudes for two 
we II . T"k b V II sm 1 a 00 a ey. 

SITE MP, in ft Land Depth Water DATE of Water DATA 
ablsd Surface To Level Level SOURCE 

Altitude Water, Alt., in ft Measurement 
in ft abmsl 

(-MPl 
DDL-l Not reported 32081 158.34 3,049.7 05-17-88 Schaefer 0 

Alluvial Not reported 3208 157.7 3,050.3 12-15-98 Natl. Data 
Base 

1.2 3207.4l 157.7 3051.9 12-15-98' LVVWD 
DDL-2 Not reported 3250 216.1 3,033.4 02-05-89 Schaefer" 
Rock Not reported 33003 213.0 3,087.0 12-15-98 Natl. Data 

Base 
2.0 3290.972 214.6 3,078.37 08-15-02 LVVWD 

. . 
AbbreviatIons used In tabulation: MP, measuring POint; ablsd, above land-surface datum; ft. feet; Alt. altitude; abmsl • 

above mean sea level; Natl, National; W, west; E, east; and LVVWD, Las Vegas Valley Water District. 
I Altitude taken from 1:24,000 scale map (D. Schaefer, oral commun., 2002) 
2. Surveyed by LVVWD, 9-02. using utilizing Trimble 4700 and 5800 model GPS dual-frequency receivers with Hixon fixed

height quadpod poles including intemalleveling equipment, datum is WGS-84. 
3. Value appeared in USGS National Data Base after Schaefer and others (1992) report was published. 
4. Multi-year measurements made from 1986-1998 for DDL-I, well plugged in 1999. DDL-2 drilled in 1989 and generally 

measured twice a year to present. 
5. Last reading before hole was plugged by debris. 
6. Schaefer and others (1992. p. 3, Table 1) 

This survey by L VVWD (Tim Wolf, Nevada Registered Professional Land Surveyor No. 9677, 
Survey and Field Data Acquisition Supervisor, AMIFM/GIS Division, Engineering Department, 
L VVWD, written commun., 2002) confirms the apparent direction of ground-water flow from 
DDL-2 downward toward DDL-l. The water levels for DDL-1 and 2 are plotted on Figure 8 
using the USGS depth to water measurements that are in the National Data Base subtracted from 
the land surface altitude as surveyed by L VVWD. These measurements show little variability 
with the exception of the three measurements listed for DDL-l on 6-12-91, 9-13-91, and 12-13-
91, which are either in error or reflect a brief period of pumping because there is no natural 
reason for the fluctuation and the water-level in DDL-2 during this same time shows a slight rise. 
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Figure 8. -- Hydrographs for two wells in Tikaboo Valley. 



Ground-Water Flow in Three Lakes Valleys 

Three Lakes Valley South is transected by the Las Vegas Shear Zone, a prominent geologic 
structure of the region. This structure forms the northeastern boundary of the Spring Mountains 
causing a pronounced western bend in the southern terminus of the mountain blocks of the 
Desert Range, Pintwater Range, and the Sheep Range. Numerous alluvial wells have been 
completed along the Interstate 95 corridor, which is coincident with the Las Vegas Shear Zone. 
Some of these wells were completed in carbonate rocks in Indian Springs Valley and the western 
edge of Las Vegas Valley, as discussed above. While a greater number of wells are located in 
this area, the direct hydraulic effects of the shear zone faults on regional flows are difficult to 
ascertain. The steepness of the gradients derived from the Spring Mountains and the Sheep 
Range and the presence of both Indian Springs and Com Creek Springs on the up-gradient sides 
of the shear zone are probably the result of barrier effects to flow across the Las Vegas Shear 
Zone. Hydrographs for selected wells in Three Lakes Valley South and the northwest part of Las 
Vegas Valley are presented in Figure 9. 

During the Carbonate Aquifer investigation by the USGS in the 1980's three wells (SBH-l, DR-
1, and CC-l) were drilled just to the east of Three Lakes Valley South hydrographic boundary 
(Figure 9 and Table 7) in the Las Vegas Valley ground-water basin. Regional ground-water flow 
through Three Lakes Valley South is interpreted as being predominantly west-northwest, with 
recharge from the Spring Mountains creating a northern gradient in the southern part, and 
recharge from the southern part of the Sheep Range creating a western gradient in the eastern 
part. 

The direction of ground-water flow in Three Lakes Valley South is to the west and north and is 
part of the DVFS. There are no wells in Three Lakes Valley North, but it seems the most likely 
direction of ground-water flow is generally westward as part of the DVFS. The ground-water 
movement in Tikaboo Valley is less certain and requires additional ground-water level data. 

Eleven monitor wells, shown on Figure 10, are proposed to refine the direction of ground-water 
flow in the study area. Seven of these wells are on the Desert National Wildlife Range, three are 
on the USAF Nellis Bombing and Gunnery Range and one is on the east side of the Sheep Range 
west of Coyote Spring in Coyote Spring Valley. Seven of the potential wells are in Tikaboo 
Valley, two are in Three Lakes Valley North, one in Three Lakes Valley South, and one in 
Coyote Spring Valley. 
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Figure 9. - Hydrographs for wells in Three Lakes Valley South and northwest Las Vegas Valley. 
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DISCHARGE 

There is virtually no ET by phreatophytes in the study area, because the depth to ground water is 
generally greater than 100 ft. This depth exceeds plants' ability to send roots to the water table. 
There is a very minor amount ofET in the vicinity of the few mountain-block springs and this 
water use was not estimated. However, there is a considerable amount of water lost to the 
atmosphere by evaporation from bare soil, sublimation from snow packs, and transpiration from 
those plant assemblages that exist off of moisture in the near-surface soil zone, which is not 
considered ground water. For this study the estimated annual transpiration from all non
phreatophytic vegetation and evaporation from bare soil and snow for the entire drainage is about 
690,000 afy and is listed in Table 9. This equates to a water use rate of about 0.68 acre-feetl 
acre/year (aVa/y). This is on the low end compared to those estimated from the work of 
Donovan and Katzer (2000, Table 4, p. 1143) in Las Vegas Valley where the use rate for altitude 
areas> 3,000 ft is 0.86 aVa/y. Using data by Dixon and Katzer (2002, Table 4, p. 37) for altitude 
areas> 3,000 ft in the lower Virgin River Basin the mountain block ET rate is about 1.0 aVa/y. 
If the area below 4,000 ft .altitude in the study area is excluded, the use rate changes to 0.74 
aVa/y. 

Table 9.-- Estimates of precipitation, ground-water recharge, and evapotranspiration 
from mountain blocks in study area (rounded). 

1. 2. 3. (2 -3)11 
VaHey Area, in Precipitation, in Ground-water Evapotranspira~n, 

acres acre-feet/year recharge, in inacre-feet/acre/year 
acre-feet year 

Tikaboo 633,800 448,400 10,600 0.69 
Three Lakes North 191,600 124600 2,300 0.64 
Three Lakes South 193,100 135100 5,300 0.67 

TOTALS 1,018,500 708,000 18,200 0.68 

The other mechanism of discharge from the study area is by ground-water outflow to down
gradient basins through the carbonate aquifer. Tikaboo Valley (which probably does not receive 
ground-water inflow from Kawich, Southern Railroad, and Penoyer Valleys) discharges to either 
Three Lakes Valleys North and South or to Coyote Spring Valley through the underlying 
carbonate rocks. 

Ground-water outflow, also termed inter-basin flow, is listed in Table 10 for those valleys that 
contribute ground water to the study area and those valleys that receive ground water from up
gradient valleys. 
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Table lO.--Ground-water recharge, discharge, and inter-basin flow for the study 
area, in thousands of acre-feet/year (rounded). 

ReclIarge Ground Total ETby Ground-water outflow 
Vaney from -water Ground- phrea-

precipitation inflow 
water tophytes To Volume 

rechar2e 
Tikaboo 10,600 01 10600 0 Uncertain2 10,600 
Three Lakes North 2,300 0 2,300 0 Indian Sgrings Valley 2,300 
Three Lakes South 5,300 1,3003 6,600 0 Indian Springs Valley 6,600 

TOTALS 18,000 - 19,500 0 19,500 

1. Not quantified In thIS study and assumed to be minor. 
2. Most investigators consider Tikaboo Valley ground water as part of the DVFS. 
3. From Las Vegas Valley 

STORAGE 

The amount of ground water in transient storage in the aquifer systems underlying the study area 
is vast. The surface area ofthe aquifer systems in each valley is listed in Table 11, and the 4,000 
ft contour was used as an average altitude between the mountain block and the valley except for 
northern Tikaboo Valley where the 5,000 ft contour was used. Using standard techniques for 
estimating storage (L VVWD, 2001, Chapter 6) just the top 100 ft of saturation in the alluvial and 
carbonate aquifer is estimated in Table 12 to contain nearly eight million af of ground water. 
Nearly 95 percent of this amount is in the alluvial basin ground-water systems. To put this 
amount of water in perspective, the total precipitation on the study are is about 708,000 afy, 
which is less than 10 percent of the total storage. 

Table 11.- Surface area of the alluvial and carbonate aquifers in the three-valley study 
area. 

Vaney Area in acres 
AUuvial Aquifer Carbonate aquifer underlying 

entire draina2e area 
Tikaboo 312,732 321,126 
Three Lakes North 73,317 120,543 
Three Lakes South 100,093 96,339 

TOTAL (rounded) 486,000 538,000 

T bl 12 E' a e .-- stimate d transltiona 2roun -water s ora2e III t e tree-va ey stu Iy area. d t h h II d 

Valley 
Estimated ground-water storage in upper 100 feet of Total, in 

saturated zone, in acre-feet. acre-feet 
Alluvial Basin' Carbonate Rockl 

Tikaboo 4,690,980 321126 5,012,000 

Three Lakes North 1,099,755 120,543 1,220,000 

Three Lakes South 1,501,395 96,246 1,598,000 

TOTAL (rounded) 7,290,000 538,000 7,830,000 
1. SpecIfic YIeld of 15 percent estimated. 
2. Specific yield of 0.01 percent estimated (Dettinger and others, 1995). 
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WATER-RESOURCE YIELD 

GROUND WATER 

The perennial yield concept to determine the annual amount of developable ground water has 
been applied to virtually all of the basins in Nevada. This concept of perennial yield was 
explored extensively by the LVVWD (2001) including the alternate yield defmitions such as 
"Safe Yield" and "Available Yield". Briefly as used here, the term Available Yield is applied to 
a ground-water system that does not contain phreatophytes and therefore it is impossible to 
capture ground-water discharge by ET. This is the case in the valleys in the study area where all 
ground-water discharge is by outflow to adjoining valleys. The Available Yield in these valleys 
is made up of the natural recharge, including ground-water inflow from adjoining valleys, plus 
some amount of the transient storage. The transient time for this stored water to move to 
discharge points is measured in at least several hundred years. Is there a way of quantifying this 
vast resource in terms of annual use? Yes, a simplistic estimate can be made using the total 
amount in storage from Table 12 above; for every foot the water table is lowered in the alluvial 
ground-water system the combined yield is estimated at about 70,000 af. Based on the natural 
recharge for the three-valley area pumping about 17,000 afy will result in a lowering of the water 
table about one quarter of a foot/year. However, at the same time, because it is nearly impossible 
to capture ground-water outflow, there are about 19,000 afy flowing out of the collective ground
water basins assuming the aquifers are in steady state and the basin-fill and carbonate aquifers 
are well connected. Thus the Available Yield estimated for this report is 19,000 afy. 

Is it possible to lower the water table in these three valleys uniformly? It is possible, but 
not practical. The basin-fill aquifer systems underlying these three valleys are not totally and 
directly connected, do not have uniform hydrogeologic characteristics, access is restricted on the 
Nellis Air Force Bombing and Gunnery Range, and it is impractical to spatially locate a large 
number of wells with the necessary collection system and power distribution system. Thus, 
initially all pumping in the study area will come from storage, not ground-water outflow. 

Potential impacts of ground water production 

Three Lakes Valleys North and South basin-fill aquifers are probably connected hydraulically, 
most certainly by the underlying carbonate aquifer, however, their connection to Tikaboo Valley 
is unknown. Because the three basin-fill aquifers are not connected directly, the declines in the 
water tables will not be uniform. The water-table decline in Tikaboo Valley resulting from 
pumping 10,000 afy (the requested volume for action) from the alluvial and carbonate aquifers 
will be less than 114 ft per year (theoretically uniform drawdown over the entire basin), which 
includes the natural ground-water discharge of 10,000 afy. Declines in the water-table in Three 
Lakes Valley South resulting from pumping 5,000 afy with a ground-water outflow of 5,000 afy 
is estimated to be about 113 ft per year and in Three Lakes Valley North from pumping 2,000 afy 
from the alluvial ground-water system with a similar amount of outflow is less than 114 foot per 
year. 
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Much of the available information and several hydrologic reports infer that the study area is the 
easternmost distal part of the Ash Meadows I Devils Hole I Death Valley Flow System. Although 
Devils Hole is probably the most sensitive water feature in this part of the flow system, it is 44 
miles away from the nearest application site (54062) and the farthest is 84 miles (application No. 
53948). The springs in Death Valley are located even further away, nearly an additional 30 
miles to Travertine Springs located on the east side of Death Valley near the NPS Headquarters. 
All the L VVWD applications are shown on Figure 4, but only the applications that 
L VVWD/SNW A are asking the State Engineer to act on are listed in Table 13, which lists the 
distance to sensitive areas from potential pumping wells. Because of the very large distances 
between the proposed wells and Devils HolelDeath Valley Springs, the hydraulic effects are 
highly improbable to propagate this far, given the likely hydrologic pammeters, which include 
the vast amount of water in storage and the great difference in water-level altitudes. Thus, it is 
highly unlikely ground-water pumping in the study area will ever impact these distant areas. 

T bl 13 D't a e , - IS ance e een appnca on SI es an eVl S oe raver me ,prmgs. btw r ti 't d D 'I H I IT f S . 
Application No. Site Type Straif;Iht Line Distance To: 

Devils Hole Travertine Sprinf;Is 
Feet Mlles Feet Mlles 

53948 Carbonate 442,062 83.73 543,586 102.95 
53950 Alluvial 365,679 69.26 508,864 96.38 
53951 Carbonate 384,378 72.80 523,514 99.15 
54068 Alluvial 304,003 57.58 449,588 85.15 
54069 Carbonate 310,483 58.80 457,359 86.62 
54062 Alluvial 233,470 44.22 390,670 73.99 
54066 Carbonate 302,896 57.37 453,046 85.81 

In addition to distance, water in stomge and differences in water level altitudes, other factors may 
limit potential impacts on Devils Hole and the Death Valley springs. Water level changes are 
usually non-linear and strongly attenuated by distance. The Death Valley springs, being an 
additional 30 miles away from the proposed ground-water production are even less likely to be 
effected than Devils Hole. Winograd and Thordarson (1968) discussed the importance of major 
structures in compartmentalizing the carbonate aquifer system and specifically discussed the Las 
Vegas Shear Zone as such a feature. Avon and Durbin (1994) documented a strong statistical 
correlation (i 0.85) between Spring Mountains precipitation and Devils Hole water levels, 
stressing the importance of Spring Mountains recharge. 

The potential impacts of ground-water pumping in the study area on sensitive environmental 
areas, such as Devils Hole in the Amargosa Desert, springs in Death Valley, and the Muddy 
Springs near Moapa, can be compared to the impacts of pumping in Las Vegas Valley on Com 
Creek Springs because of the similarities. 

The hydrogeologic framework is nearly the same in that all areas are in the Carbonate Rock 
Province; all areas have major shear zones, thrust faults, and normal faults between the pumping 
centers and the sensitive areas; all areas have enormous amounts of ground water in storage; the 
head differential between pumping centers and sensitive areas is a thousand feet or more; and 
finally the distance between the pumping centers and the sensitive areas is very large. Com 
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Creek is about 20 miles north of the pumping center in Las Vegas Valley, Devils Hole is 44 
miles from the nearest potential pumping in Three Lakes Valley South, Death Valley Springs are 
nearly 75 miles from the closest well, and The Muddy Springs are about 30 miles from the 
closest center of pumping in Tikaboo Valley. 

Las Vegas Valley water levels were highly modified, with as much 300 feet of decline from 
decades of ground-water production, by 1990. The centers of pumping were about 20 miles 
south of Com Creek Springs. Although the flow records are very incomplete, historical 
estimates of flow (as far back as 1912) are similar to (but less than) more recent estimates of 
flow (1985-1994,1997-2003) by the USGS and SNWA (144 gpm Jan 15,2003). 

Unknown hydrogeologic discontinuities undoubtedly contribute to this apparent lack of effect, 
but the vast amounts of water in storage must also contribute. Millions of acre-feet have been 
removed (through wells) from the Las Vegas ground-water system, because of the great 
thickness of alluvium (5 -15 thousand feet), billions of acre-feet are still contained in the 
alluvial ground-water system. 

Because of the very large distances between the application sites and sensitive areas and the 
probable complexities (multiple hydrographic areas, major faults, water moving through both 
alluvial and carbonate aquifer systems) impacts from pumping in the study area are expected to 
be non-existent or minimal. The amount of water in storage, not only in the study area, but in the 
total area tributary to the sensitive areas, totally dwarfs the amount of recharge to the study area 
by orders of magnitude. Thus, although no hydrologic estimate is absolute, the available 
information strongly suggests ground-water production at the application sites are unlikely to 
effect these sensitive environmental areas. 

There is no concern that potential pumping from the study area will impact Com Creek Springs 
because the springs are in a separate ground-water flow systems (Las Vegas). 

Monitoring Program 

A monitoring program will be formulated and implemented in cooperation with the NDWR, and 
other stakeholders as designated by the State Engineer. The monitoring program will provide 
valuable data from which L VVWD/SNW A, the NDWR, and other stakeholders can scientifically 
measure the effects of pumping, and if needed, make appropriate adjustments in pumping in 
order to arrive at a sustainable balance in water resources development for the basins. 
The monitoring program is envisioned to include minimum quarterly monitoring of water levels 
within the hydrographic basins and outside the basins. The Tikaboo and Three Lakes basins are 
situated between two areas where considerable monitoring efforts are on-going. To the east of 
the southern part of Tikaboo Valley is the SNW A monitoring program that is being implemented 
in Coyote Spring Valley and the Muddy Springs area. Down-gradient of Three Lakes Valleys, 
water level monitoring programs have been ongoing for the past four decades as a part ofthe 
NTS, Yucca Mountain, and Death Valley research programs, currently funded by the 
Department of Energy. The USGS is responsible for ongoing monitoring of water levels as part 
of these programs, which currently includes well DDL-2 in the southern part ofTikaboo Valley 
and well DDL-l prior to the well becoming plugged. There are many wells in the southern part 
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of Three Lakes Valley South, and adjacent parts of Las Vegas Valley, Indian Springs Valley and 
areas of interest further to the east, south, and west including Ash Meadows and Devils Hole. A 
summary of the proposed monitoring program is listed in Table 14 at the end of this section. 

Monitoring Well Installation 

Because of a lack of existing wells in the central and northern part of the study area, up to eleven 
monitoring ,wells are proposed to be installed prior to commencement of ground water 
development (Figure 10). These monitoring wells are needed to both define flow paths, 
particularly in Tikaboo Valley and Three Lakes Valley North, and to established additional 
locations to measure effects of future production pumping. Six wells are proposed to be drilled 
in the southern part of Tikaboo Valley where the greatest amount of ground water development 
is proposed and one in the northern part ofthe valley. Two wells are proposed in Three Lakes 
Valley North, one well in Three Lakes Valley South, and an additional well isproposed on the 
eastern side of the Sheep Range in Coyote Spring Valley to aid in interpretation of potential flow 
through this range. 

Data to be collected during monitoring well construction will include geologic and geophysical 
logs, water chemistry including common ions, trace elements and isotope testing (oxygen-18 and 
deuterium), and hydraulic characteristics of the aquifer to the extent possible as dictated by 
monitoring well diameter. 

Installation of the monitoring wells will require access permits from the USFWS, USAF, along 
with other permits standard for well drilling in Nevada. Data from these wells will undoubtedly 
provide valuable information for future siting of production wells, and we anticipate that the 
points of diversion for water rights will need to be changed accordingly to final production well 
locations. 

Rehabilitation ofDDL-l and DDL-2 

Well DDL-l in the southern part of Tikaboo Valley became plugged by debris several years ago 
(last known water level measurement on December 15, 1998), and water levels can no longer be 
measured. The debris should be removed from the well reestablishing it as a water level 
monitoring point. L VVWD/SNW A anticipates cooperating with local and federal entities in the 
rehabilitation of this well, which will include clearing the debris, removing encrustation, video 
logging the well to review well construction and casing condition, and installation of a secure 
wellhead protection system which includes a locking cap. Limited hydraulic testing could be 
conducted on the well, and water chemistry sampling will be preformed. Previous water 
chemistry testing (Schaefer and others 1992) detected elevated levels of lead, cadmium and 
manganese as discussed in the Water Chemistry section in this report, which needs to be 
confirmed and evaluated further. 

Water level measurements can currently be made in well DDL-2, however, a piece of the 
borehole side wall (well is constructed as open borehole below 12 ft) preventing pump 
installation to obtain water chemistry samples (pumping is necessary in order to purge the well 
prior to sample collection, as part of the protocol for obtaining representative water samples from 
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the aquifer). L VVWD/SNW A will also cooperate to remove the obstruction and perform 
necessary pumping for water chemistry sampling. 

Production Well Monitoring Network Expansion 

The eleven proposed monitor wells will increase the monitoring network dramatically in the 
southern part of Tikaboo Valley, Three Lakes Valley North and Three Lakes Valley South. If 
additional wells are drilled to optimize the development of any permits the State Engineer grants 
for the quantities of water supported by this study they will most likely be located near the 
proposed monitor wells. The test wells can be preserved as monitoring wells near the production 
wells (usually within 300 ft) to aid in hydraulic evaluations of the aquifer, and provide more 
accurate water level measurements in the aquifer during pumping periods (pumping wells 
experience addition water level drawdown due to hydraulic head losses as water enters the 
casing). Production well equipment will undoubtedly be highly automated due to the remoteness 
of the locations, with equipment expected to include automatic water level and flow rate 
measurement, telemetry control, and data conveyance systems. 

Spring Flow Monitoring 

Most springs in the basins or near vicinity are situated at intermediate to high altitudes in the 
mountain ranges. These springs represent local flow systems, receiving recharge from nearby 
tributary watersheds. Flow rates are typically small and seasonally and climatically variable. All 
production wells are proposed to be located at lower altitudes on the valley floor or at the 
peripheries of the valleys. Practically speaking, pumping could not impose any hydrologic 
effects on these high altitude springs. Even so, L VVWD/SNW A recognizes the importance of 
maintaining some baseline data on the springs, particularly in the Sheep Range, which could 
ultimately be situated between two L VVWD/SNW A water production areas, Coyote Spring 
Valley to the east and the southern part of Tikaboo Valley to the west. L VVWD/SNW A will 
perform a reconnaissance survey of the springs in the Sheep Range to document flows, observed 
physical conditions of the springs, and assess basic water chemistry. Based on that analysis the 
frequency of additional monitoring will be determined. Some springs for possible inclusion in a 
monitoring program include Sheep Spring, Cable Spring, Wire glass Spring, Sawmill Spring, and 
Perkins Spring. Additional springs many be added to the survey, such as springs in Pintwater 
Range (Sand, Tim, DeJesus, and Quartz Springs), or in the Desert Range (no major known 
springs) as deemed appropriate and subject to permission to access such springs. 

Two springs in the near vicinity of the study area, Com Creek and Indian Springs, represent low 
altitude discharge and are considered to be a regional source offlow. Com Creek Springs is 
located within the Desert National Wildlife Range and is managed by the USFWS. The USGS 
currently monitors flows at this spring (continuous recorder). This spring supports a population 
of translocated Pahrump Pool fish, a federal listed endangered species. 

Indian Springs are situated on the northern flank of the Spring Mountains and have a discharge 
rate of 400 to 435 gallons per minute (Buqo and Tracy, 1993). The recharge source for these 
springs is interpreted to be the Spring Mountains based on water chemistry. No known 
threatened or endangered species exist at these springs. Flow monitoring is proposed at the 
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springs due to the proximity of Three Lakes Valley South, subject to approval by existing 
landowner. Spring flow measurement will supplement already existing water level monitoring 
by the USGS in the vicinity of the springs. 

Frequency and Reporting 

The requirements for reporting data will be specified in the terms of the water rights permits. 
L VVWD/SNW A will cooperate in the collection of data and will compile the data into organized 
annual reports (or in electronic format) to be submitted to the NDWR and made available to 
other stakeholders in the region. Water levels should be measured on a quarterly basis, at least 
initially, and perhaps more frequently as production pumping commences. As suggested above, 
reconnaissance high altitude spring surveys in the Sheep Range will be dependant on analysis of 
the first reconnaissance. Corn Creek Spring will continue to be monitored on a continuous 
recording basis. Flow monitoring will be initiated at Indian Springs, subject to appropriate 
authorization, which we propose on at least a monthly basis. A summary of the monitoring 
program is listed in Table 14 and the major elements are tabulated below. 

Summary of Components of the Proposed Monitoring Program 

• Rehabilitate DDL-I and DDL-2. 
• Install up to 11 additional monitoring wells. 
• Integrate monitoring network with Death Valley and Coyote Spring monitoring 

programs. 
• Install weir at Indian Springs and collect flow data. 
• Conduct high altitude spring survey in Sheep Range. 
• Incorporate Test and Production wells into monitoring network. 
• Collect water level and pumping data and report annually. 
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T bl 14 a e .-- S ummaryo fP ropose d M 't om orm~ P rogram. 
Location Type of Frequency Notes 

Monitoring (minimum) 
Tikaboo Valley: 
DDL-l Water levels- Quarterly Rehabilitate & resample 

Alluvium chemistry 
DDL-2 Water levels Quarterly Rehabilitate & resample 

Carbonate chemistry 
169-0Bl Water levels- Quarterly Water chemistry & limited 

Carbonate hydraulic characteristics at 
time of construction 

169-0B2 Water levels- Quarterly Same as above 
Carbonate 

169-0B3 Water levels- Quarterly Same as above 
Alluvium 

169-0B4 Water levels Quarterly Same as above 
Carbonate 

169-0B5 Water levels - Quarterly Same as above 
Alluvium 

I 69-0B6 Water levels Quarterly Same as above 
Carbonate 

169-0B7 Water levels- Quarterly Same as above 
Carbonate 

Test Wells (unspecified Water levels- Quarterly Water chemistry, hydraulic 
number) Carbonate and/or characteristics 

Alluvium. 
Production Wells Water levels Daily Water chemistry, hydraulic 

Carbonate & Continuous characteristic 
Alluvium, Flow Rates 

Three Lakes Valley North: 
168-0BI Water levels- Quarterly Water chemistry, hydraulic 

Carbonate (if characteristic at time of 
possible) construction 

I 68-0B2 Water levels - Quarterly Water chemistry, hydraulic 
Carbonate (if characteristic at time of 
possible) construction 

Test Wells (unspecified Water levels- Quarterly Water chemistry, hydraulic 
number) Carbonate and/or characteristics 

Alluvium. 
Production Wells Water levels Daily Water chemistry, hydraulic 

Carbonate and/or Continuous characteristic 
Alluvium Flow Rates 

Three Lakes Valley South: 
2It-OBI Water levels- Quarterly Water chemistry, hydraulic 

Carbonate (if characteristic at time of 
possible) construction 

Test Wells (unspecified Water levels- Quarterly Water chemistry, hydraulic 
number) Carbonate and/or characteristics 

Alluvium. 
Production Water levels- Daily Water chemistry, hydraulic 

Carbonate and Continuous characteristic 
Alluvium, Flow Rates 

USAFR63 Al Water level Quarterly Currently active USGS 
alluvium monitoring 
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T bI 14 a e . - S ummaryo fP ropose d M 't . P om ormg rogram-con ti d nue . 
Location Type of Fr~quency Notes 

Monitorin2 (minimum) ... 

USAF Alpha 2 Waterlevel - Quarterly Currently active USGS 
alluvium monitoring 

USAF Alpha 3 Water level Quarterly Currently active USGS 
alluvium monitoring 

USAF 2278-1 Water level- Quarterly Currently active USGS 
alluvium monitoring 

Las Ve2as Valley: 
Com Creek Spring Flow Rates, physical Daily- To be continued by USGS 

conditions Continuous 
CC-l (Cow Camp) Water levels Quarterly Currently active USGS 

carbonate monitoring 
SBH-I Water levels- Quarterly 

carbonate 
DR-I Water levels- Quarterly Currently active USGS 

carbonate monitoring 

Indian Sprin2s Valley: 
Indian Springs Flow Rates, physical Monthly Periodic water chemistry 

conditions sampling 
Army 2 Water levels Quarterly Currently active USGS 

alluvium monitoring 
Army 3 Water levels- Quarterly Currently active USGS 

alluvium monitoring 
USAFWeU3 Water levels- Quarterly Currently active USGS 

alluvium monitoring 
USAF 106-2 Water levels- Quarterly Currently active USGS 

alluvium monitoring 
USAF MW-21 Water levels- Quarterly Currently active USGS 

alluvium monitoring 
Cactus Springs 3 Water levels- Quarterly Currently active USGS 

alluvium monitoring 

Other Re2ional: 
High Altitude Springs (Sheep Flow Rates, physical Potential 5- Periodic water chemistry 
Range) conditions year sampling 

observations 
21O-0B 1 (Coyote Spring Water levels- Quarterly Water chemistry & limited 
Valley) Carbonate (if hydraulic characteristics at 

possible) time of construction 

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

The current drought in the Colorado River drainage underscores the need for additional water
supply options for southern Nevada. However, even without the drought the water-supply 
options are still needed to ensure a continuing reliable supply to meet the increasing demand. 
The available yield from ground-water aquifers provides this water resource option to southern 
Nevada. 

According to the SNWA (2002) Water Resource Plan water management on the Colorado River 
combined with water banking in Arizona will undoubtedly provide much of the needed water in 
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the future. In the long tenn, water marketing and seawater desalination in southern California 
with corresponding exchanges for Colorado River water will ultimately be possible, both 
economically and politically. And there are several other water resource options such as 
converting water used for agriculture in the Virgin and Muddy Rivers to municipal and industrial 
uses within Clark County. A combination ofthese options will provide the needed water to 
mitigate any adverse impacts resulting from pumping in the study area in the unlikely event 
ground-water pumping is reduced. 

The L VVWD/SNW A are asking the State Engineer to approve these applications for an annual 
duty of water of 17,000 afy. This is about 2,000 afy less than the total ground-water recharge as 
estimated in this study. The amounts requested are as follows: Tikaboo Valley (Applications 
53948,53950,53951) with a combined duty of 10,000 afy; Three Lakes Valley North (54068 
and 54069) with a combined duty of 2,000 afy; and Three Lakes Valley South (54062 and 
54066) for a combined duty of 5,000 afy. 

SURFACE WATER 

There are no significant sources of perennial flow within the study area. However, there are 
several springs in the higher altitudes of some of the mountain blocks that discharge a minor 
amount of water most of the year. 

Ephemeral surface-water runoff is fairly common in many of the drainages in the study area. 
These channels carry water after intense rainstonns or occasionally after a period of rapid 
snowmelt. Much of the surface water that concentrates in the ephemeral channels during and 
after these runoff events probably infiltrates the channel bed and becomes ground-water recharge 
when it reaches the water table. We have accounted for part of this component of low-altitude 
ground-water recharge by extending the recharge efficiency to include the lowest altitude in any 
given basin. At an average altitude of 4,500 ft, for example, the recharge efficiency is just 0.016, 
which results in a very low volume of ground-water recharge. 

Classen (1985) working in Forty Mile Wash in the Amargosa Desert west of the study area 
showed through geochemistry the ephemeral channel of Forty Mile Wash was a ground-water 
recharge source area. This work was later con finned by Osterkamp and others (1994) who 
estimated channel losses from Forty Mile Wash to the ground-water system by measuring select 
channel geomorphic features. Savard (1998) also working in Forty Mile Wash measured the 
ground-water response from precipitation events and concluded ground-water recharge does 
occur from surface-flow events. Other investigators in other basins have reached the same 
conclusions of ground-water recharge through channel infiltration such as Cole and Katzer 
(2000) in the Virgin River Basin and Dixon and Katzer in the lower Virgin River Basin (2002), 
who used a technique described by Hedman and Osterkamp (1982) to estimate channel 
infiltration rates. 

Scott and others (1971, Table 3) list runoff from the mountains for the valleys in the study area 
as follows: Tikaboo, 1,800 afy (not divided into north and south); Three Lakes Valley North, 250 
afy; and Three Lakes Valley South; 1,500 afy for a total runoff of - 3,500 afy. LVVWD (2001) 
utilized a method developed by Donovan and Katzer (2000) to estimate ground-water recharge 
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over an entire basin, which includes the lowest land-surface altitude in the basin. The average 
contact between the mountain block and the alluvial slopes estimated for this study is about 
4,000 ft and the associated ground-water recharge occurring below this altitude is about 1,200 
afy. 

GROUND-WATER QUALITY 

Sources of chemical data for the study area and vicinity include the following references: 
Thomas and others (1996); Buqo and Tracy (1992); Thomas and others (1991); Cole and others 
(1992); Winograd and Pearson (1976); Winograd and Thordarson (1975); Winograd and 
Freidman (1972); Eakin and others (1963); and Carpenter (1915). A summary of identified 
water chemistry data from these references is listed in Table 15, including both well and spring 
water sources. Twenty locations with water chemistry data have been identified. Ionic balances 
for all reported chemistry are within acceptable limits, most within 10 percent. 

Ground water chemistry data in the study area are limited, particularly for the northern part. The 
only two water chemistry analyses identified for Tikaboo Valley are in the southern part of the 
valley. No water chemistry for Three Lakes Valley North has been found, however, four springs 
sampled in the Pintwater Range (western flank - Indian Springs Valley side) have been included 
in this compilation. A number of chemical analyses have been conducted on water samples from 
wells and springs in Three Lakes Valley South and in neighboring parts of Las Vegas Valley and 
Indian Springs Valley. 

In Tikaboo Valley, well DDL-l (alluvial) has been analyzed for basic water chemistry, trace 
elements, and oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon isotopes by the USGS! DR! in 1987 (Schaefer and 
others, 1992). Additionally, general water chemistry for Sheep Spring is reported by Cole and 
others (1992). Water from DDL-l meets Nevada drinking water standards, except for elevated 
concentrations of lead and cadmium, and manganese which exceed the recommended 
concentration (see Table 15). Water chemistry from Sheep Spring is probably similar to the 
regional carbonate system, which is anticipated to meet primary drinking water standards. 

Water chemistry of DDL-l resembles chemistry of the regional carbonate aquifer system 
(calcium-magnesium-bicarbonate), however, with an elevated concentration of sodium. 
Deuterium is light at -98.0 permil. Average Sheep Range concentrations of deuterium are 
reported as -93 permil (Thomas and others, 2001; Thomas and others, 1996), however, sampling 
has been predominantly in the southern part of the range. The isotopic composition in DDL-l 
supports local recharge from the southern Pahranagat Range and northern Sheep Range, or 
possibly a mixture oflocal recharge and a northern source (supported by regional gradient 
interpretations). The increased sodium concentration (with relatively low total dissolved solids) 
could be due to ion exchange of calcium and magnesium for sodium on clays in the alluvium. 
Volcanic rocks (tuffs) outcrop several miles to the north ofDDL-l. Tuffs in the vicinity of the 
NTS have also been noted for imparting an elevated sodium signature to regional flow system 
waters. 

No water chemistry data are available in Three Lakes Valley North; however, water chemistry in 
the carbonate and clastic rocks bounding and interpreted as underlying the valley is expected to 
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be consistent with regional carbonate aquifer water. Total dissolved solids are expected to be in 
the range of250 to 350 milligrams per litter (mgIL) with a calcium-magnesium-bicarbonate 
dominated chemistry. Regional flow from east to west through Three Lakes Valley North, if it 
occurs, is interpreted to be through upper Precambrian clastic rocks. Studies in the vicinity 
(Winograd and Thordarson, 1975) have found very little chemistry change in waters originating 
from the carbonate rocks and traveling through the clastic rocks. Ground water in the alluvial 
fill, particularly in the central part of the valley, is expected to have higher concentrations of total 
dissolved solids and trace elements. 

Four springs have been analyzed in the Pintwater Range bounding Three Lakes Valley North on 
the west. These springs are in the neighboring Indian Springs Valley hydrographic basin, and 
also exhibit slightly elevated sodium concentrations, in what otherwise is representative of 
locally recharged carbonate water. Isotopic concentrations (deuterium) are variable; with two 
springs having heavier isotopic composition (-88 and -84 permil, Sand Spring and Quartz 
Spring) and two springs having light (-99 and -100 permil, Tim Spring and DeJesus Spring) 
composition, perhaps influenced by a regional flow system. 

Considerably more water chemistry data are available for Three Lakes Valley South and the 
general vicinity. Ground water from wells completed in carbonate rocks (SBH-I, DR-I, TW-4, 
and TW-IO) and springs with interpreted carbonate water sources (Indian Springs, Cow Camp 
Spring and Com Creek Spring) have characteristic calcium-magnesium-bicarbonate 
compositions (Table 15) with total dissolved solids concentrations in the range of250 to 350 
mglL. All analyzed constituents meet current Nevada drinking water standards (DR-I water 
exceeds the recommended level for manganese). Isotopically, water from these analyzed 
locations is heavier (deuterium concentrations in the range of -87.0 to -93.2 permil), interpreted 
as reflecting recharge from the Sheep Range. Indian Springs water is isotopically lighter 
(deuterium of -99.3 permil), reflecting recharge from the Springs Mountains. Average 
deuterium concentration for the Spring Mountains is -99 permil as reported by Thomas and 
others (1996). Also of note, are slightly elevated sodium concentrations in water analyzed from 
well DR-I. 

Wells completed in alluvium in Three Lakes Valley South and vicinity exhibit similar water 
chemistry to the carbonate wells, however, with slightly lighter deuterium concentrations, 
interpreted to be due to recharge influence from the Spring Mountains. All water chemistry 
meets Nevada drinking water standards (PH in the Alpha Post well is slightly above the 
secondary standard). Well USAF No.1 is an exception, with a total dissolved solids 
concentration approaching 1,000 mgIL and considerably elevated sulfate and chloride 
concentrations. The sulfate concentration in this well exceeds the recommended drinking water 
concentration. While this well appears to be an anomaly (probably encounters playa deposits 
with a high concentration of gypsum and other related salts), it does indicate that poor quality 
waters are locally present within the alluvium. 
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Table 15.-- Summary of Ground-Water Chemistry in and near study area, in mglL unless noted
continued. 

WIrtZ prmg 
(Attitude 4,680 (Pi.twater F...o.OI. CI3~· 
fee~ Sec. 17dbcd, Range)! 8.4. other_. 
TIIS, R57E Carbonate eIementamd 
TW-4 Wen Indian Springs! 337 7.5 2M 34 17 13 2.5 197 17 6.1 0.0 20 4.7 NR NR Ref.), 
(66-75)(See.04, Carbonate Fe=0.03, 
T16S,R5SE AI=<l.12, U=<l.03 
TW·IOWe11 Indian Springs! 7.4 27 39 18 7.4 2.0 197 14 6.0 0.2 14 NR NR NR Ref. 2and4 
(67.73)(Seo.01 Carbonate 
Tl6S. R54E 
USAF No. I Indian Springs! BOO, 7.3 23.5 126 66 43 4.5 222 398 76 0.3 18 NR ·13.0 ·96.0 Ref. 2 and 5, 
(See.OS_, Carbonate ,e CI~7.3pmc, 
TI6S, R56E C13-6.9 
Indian Springs Indian Springs! 400 1.6 25.5 46 22 4.2 1.0 242 16 3.8 0.2 12 NR -13.3 -99.3 Ref. 2,4, 5, and 7 
No. 2 (Sec. 09, Alluvium! Cl~8.3pme, 
Tl6S,R56E) Carbonate CI3~-7.6. other 

trace element 
anal 

No standard. 
NR Not reported. 
a. No standard for EC currently exists; however, EC is an indirect measure of total dissoloved solids content which has a recommended level 

of 500 mgfL and upper limit of 1,000 mgtL. 

e. Exceeds Nevada Drinking Water Standards. Note: USAF No.1 potentially exceeds standard for total dissolved solids, only EC reported. 

References: 
1. Schaefer and others (1992). 
2, Thomas and others (1996). 
3. Eakin and others (1963). 
4. Winograd and Pearson (1976). 
5. Thomas and others (1991). 
6. Cole and others (1992). 
7. Buqo and Tracy (1993). 

SUMMARY 

To support ground-water applications 53947-53952, in Tikaboo Valley; 54060, 54061, 54068, 
and 54069, in Three Lakes Valley North; and 54062-54066, and 54106, in Three Lakes Valley 
South, filed by L VVWD, an extensive hydrogeologic investigation was completed. 

The water-resources budget for the study area shows about 19,000 afy of ground-water recharge 
and inflow. This is about 35 percent more than the amount originally estimated by the USGS in 
1970 and about equal to the amount recently (2002) estimated by the USGS. The amount of 
estimated recharge is minor compared to the estimated nearly eight million af of ground water 
stored in just the top 100 ft of saturated alluvial and carbonate rock aquifers within the study 
area. 

Ground-water discharge from the three valleys does not occur through the process of ET by 
phreatophytes, but rather by ground-water outflow, which is considered inter-basin flow. The 
outflow is estimated to equal the amount of ground-water recharge because the basins are in 
steady state. 

The L VVWD/SNW A are asking the State Engineer to approve these applications for an annual 
duty of water of 17,000 afy. This is about 2,000 afy less than the total ground-water recharge as 
estimated in this study. The amounts requested are as follows: Tikaboo Valley (Applications 
53948,53950,53951) with a combined duty of 10,000 afy ; Three Lakes Valley North (54068 
and 54069) with a combined duty of2,000 afy; and Three Lakes Valley South (54062 and 
54066) for a combined duty of 5,000 afy. 
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If the total amount of ground water already permitted and applied for by the above applications, 
19,000 af, is pumped it will have a negligible affect on the ground-water outflow, because all 
pumped water will come from storage. It is virtually impossible to capture the ground-water 
outflow from the study area. 

Impacts to the sensitive environmental areas of Devils Hole, Death Valley Springs, and the 
Muddy Springs are not likely to occur because of the vast amount of ground water in storage, the 
large distances from the potential pumping centers to these areas, and the great differences in 
water-level altitude. There will be no impact to Com Creek Springs because it is in a separate 
ground-water flow system. 
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Station No, to be Credited Permit Number 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Of THE INTERIOR 14555 02384 
t\.s.. FISH AND WILDlifE SERVICE FL~H 6 wn,m.ff't: 

Date SEkV1Ct: 

~ Desert National Wildlife Refuge 

~ Period of Use (inclusive) 
\ ~l 

. 
~ I 

SPECIAL USE PERM IT From October 1, 19 91 
(see special 

To Janaury I, 1995 conditions) 

Permittee Name Permittee Address 

Las Vegas Valley Hater District 3700 Hest CnarlestonBoulevard 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89153 

Purpose (specify in detail privilege requested, or units of products involved) 

The purp03e of this Special Use Permit is to authorize the"'Las Vegas Val.i.ey i-later 
DistI:ict to drill and test up to 17 monitor wells, 8" to 12" in diameter and 
approximately 2,000' deep, on the Desert National l.Jildlife Range. The purpose of 
the wells is to characterize the hydrologic and geologic parameters of the 
carbonate aquifers and are not to be used as prodUction wells. 

Description (specify unit numbers; metes and bounds, or other recognizable designations) , 

The location of the authorized monitor wells are described on the attachment to 
the permit titled. "Proposed Hell Locations for Las Vegas Valley Water District's 
Carbonate Terrane Monitor Well Drilling Project". 

Amount oUae $ 14.!i5Q if not a fixed payme:1!' specify rate and unit of Charge: $850.00 J2er well 
One-quarter of the fee will be paid in advance. Balance will be 

0 Payment Exempt - Justification: paid at the end of each year of drilling period. i.e .. 't JaIl· 1. 1993, 
0 Full Payment 1994 and 1995. If less than 17 wells are drilled, the fee will be 

0 . P adJ,1fistre· I Paftlal aymeot· Balance of paym s to e made as fo lows: 

Record of Paymenls 

Special Conditions 

See "Agreement to Special Conditions for Special Use Permit Number 02384". 

Tn,s Ofl''''' ,I .S '';51,1€!.1 i'v I"'~ U S F=-')", i\flO W.;""; .~ S~~ J .:..~ 3(':':: dcce::,'~o ~. f"';i: ..... (1ef'il.: .. ~:'] 3Ut.:€C:IE!t1 to the :4:'1(1')';; : ~-?"",;'" '-S 

:t:: '):;~1r:"'<", :!! ... ·1 q;'\I'!':'(~'n1'''''''''~ ""\V"''"'"'':~flrj Of , ...... ,:- ~"} .. ...".~ ... a r .:: :0 ;"'';;; ... ~I"': '-;,"" ':" 1~rj ~.p"7 .. '~-er,;s 300eattnq 0'" ! ... ~ " . ,~'.'.\ :) ."!:: 

p~e Signature ISSJi[.l9 OHicer Signature and Tille 

t ki Cf c;L ~h. '!:!:i I 

~//.J;c;6? -,/(2-~/A / 72~.~ Patricia Mulroy, Gene a1 Mana2cr~1 
f· ~"., ..; ~.)'" ~ . ".~ , .. t/ 

,., Py ';:7 
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Agreement to Special Conditions for Special Use Permit Number 02384 

1. The period authorized for drilling and t~sting is three (3) years, from 
January, I, 1992, to January I, 1995. A Special Use Permit for 
monitoring will be issued when drilling and testing has been completed. 
Monitoring of the water level in these wells is to be on a continuing 
basis with a Special Use Permit for this purpose to be issued at five
year intervals. 

2. The intent of this permit is that each site will be restored to its 
n~tural condition as soon as drilling and testing at that site is 
complete. In order to allow the Las Vegas Valley Water District to 
maintain a reasonable drilling schedule. they are authorized to beg.i1l 
drilling and testing on the second .site and third site while the first 
is being restored. T~ will not. however. begin work on the fourth 
site until the first site is restored. This sequence will continue 
throughout the project. It is expected drilling and testing at each 
site will take approximately two to four weeks, and the preceding site 
will be restored during that time period. If restoration is not 
satisfactory. the Refuge Manager will require the Las Vegas Valley ~ater 
District to stop drilling. 

3. The monitor well locations are to be placed within 150 feet of existing 
roads. The Refuge Manager and Las Vegas Valley Water District will 
visit each site together to select the exact site for each well before 
drilling begins. To reduce impacts at each site, drilling, testing and 
restoration equipment may be temporarily stored on the main road as long 
as it does not unduly restrict traffic. 

4. Disturbance at each site will be kept to a m~n1mum. The access approach 
to each site from the existing road will be chosen to avoid prominent 
vegetation like xucca, Joshua tr~e, c~ and bursage. Areas where 
destruction of plant life is unavoidable will be revegetated. Only one 
access route will be used and workers will be instructed not to drive--
over vegetation. . ... "" 

5. At the completion of the drilling and testing period, the site will be 
restored to as near natural condition as possible. All material brought 
to the surface during drilling will be spread evenly on the closest 
established road. All tire tracks and the access road will be smoothed 
out. It is anticipated that water will be pumped out of each well 
during the drilling and testing. If this causes any erosion, the 
disturbed areas will be filled with suitable material. Well casings 
will be cut off no higher than six inches (6") above ground level .lnd 
capped. The Water District will advise the Refuge Manager when each 
site is restored so a final inspection can he made. 

G. Personnel conducting future monitoring of water levels in the wells will 
be required to walk from the main road to the monitoring well. An 
access road to each well site will not be permitted. 

7. Prior to beginning any drilling, the Las Vegas Valley Water District 
will have a cultural resource inventory and dj:sert tortoise survey 
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Attachment to Special Conditions for Special Use Permit Number 02384 

?ROPOSED WELL LOCATIONS FOR 

LAS VEGAS VALLEY WATER DISTRICT'S 

CARBONATE TF.RRANE MONITOR WRLL DRILLING PROJECT 

September 23, 1991 

WELL SITE DESCRIPTION 

168-01 Sf 1/4, SW 1/4, SEC 18. n;s. RhOE 

163-02 SW I !..f, ~iE 1/4, SEC 2l. 1'1 ~S. PS':E 

168-o4a SE 1i4, NW li 4, ~EC 18. Tl ~~; H'::>OE 

168-05 SW 114, NW 1/4, SEC ::!9, Tl :2:1. :"f~ i E 

168-06a SW l! 4, NW 1/4, SEC 19. Tl . S. ;).61£ 

169-Ola NW 1/4, NE 1/4, SEC 17 • 1'1 OS • i{60E 

169-04 NW 1/4. NW 1/4, SEC ')" _0, T'1S. 1~59E 

211-01 SW 1/4. SW 1 i 4. SEC 24, T 1 ~.:) ~ ,-" ~ \J:. 

211-02 NW 1/4, NE 1/4. SEC 17 . Tl·.S. R'>SE 

:HI-03 NE 1/4, SW 1/4. SEC 1 5 , T1 65. E 

211-04 NE 114. NE 1/4, SEC 14. Tl,:,$, R5SE 

211-05 HE U4, SE 1/4, SEC 17, T15S. i:b9E 

211-09b SE 1;4, NE 1I4, SEC 17 . T! 5S, R,)'3E 

211-10 NE li-4, SE 1/4. SEC 2'3, T1~S , i~5·)E. 

211-11a NE 1/4. SW 114, SEC 17. T14S, R60E 

211-12 SW 1/4. ~w In, SEC JO. 1'1}S, I.;60E 

:21.1-13 sw I! '4 • NW 1H. SEC 1 () . T J ~S, RflOE 

-
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Agreement to Special Conditions for Special Use Permit Number 02384 

the Las Vegas Valley Water District's representative that will he 
responsible for the drilling and will keep the Refuge Manager advised of 
all actlvitie:s. 

17. This pel-mi t may be l'cvoked by the Refuge Manager for non-C07"'p liance t<1ith 
the speclul or general conditions herein or for violation of laws or 
regulations governing National Wildlife Refuges. 

ACCEPTED BY: 

Patricia 

DATED: 

.) 

/' 

10;'17::;'£ 
Refuge 
Desert 

DATED: 

Mana:ger, 
National Wildlife Range 

./' 
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Agreement to Special Conditions far Special Use Pemit Number O::!JS4 

conducted by qualified individuals for each well site. Al1provals for 
the project ~ the State Historic Preservlltian Officer and Endangered 
Species Office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will he provided to 
£he Refuge :-ianager before the P~'ojcct begins. The Las Vegas Vall~y 
Water District will also prepare and provide the Refuge Manager ~ith an 
Environmental Assessment for this project. 

8. It will be the responsibility of the Las Vegas Valley Water District to 
obtain approval from the U.S. Air Force and coordinate access tiLes with 
them for well sites located on portions of Desert National Wildlife 
Range covered by the Memorandum of Understanding between the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Air Force. 

9. If any conflict arises between bighorn sheep hunters and the drilling 
project, the project will be suspended for the remainder of the hunting 
season. 

10. This permit authorizes only the Las Vegas Valley Water District,lnd its 
contractors and cooperators. to conduct activities at these well sites 
during the drilling. testing and restoration period. 

II. This perwit authorizes the permanent placement of only the casing and 
cap at the drill sites and not other structures such as solar panels, 
recorders. and transmitting equipment. Equipment may be left on-site 
until co;;;pletion of the drilling, testing and restoration period. but no 
longer than two months. 

12. A copy of all published findings or other new hydrological and 
geological data will be provided to the U,S. Fish and Wildlife Sen"ice. 

13. Use of the Corn Creek equlpment storage and water pumping facilit~es 
will be approved on a case-by-case basis. The Las Vegas Valley ~ater 
District Iilay use well SBH-l to obtain water during drilling and '!>:~sting. 

To miniIilize disturbance at this site, water will be pumped from the well 
to trucks parked on the Alamo road. This site will also be resto'ced to 
a natural condition at conpletion of the project. 

14. Damages to refuge roads from drill rig traffic will be repaired 1:;.~ the 
Las Vegas Valley Water District. 

15. The fee of Eight Hundred Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($850.00) per " ... ell, to 
be paid by the Las Vegas Valley Wat~r District, will be adjusted :f the 
amount of time required by the Service to monitor this project is 
detemined to be more or less than initially calculated. 

16. The Las Vegas Valley Water District will provide the Refuge H"mager with 
a drilling schedule indicating the date when each well is to b~ ~rilled. 
thl'! name of any contractor illvolvl'!d with the projp.ct, dnd the na:-.e of 
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Plate 1 •• Map and Cross Sections showing hydrogeology of the Tikaboo Valley, Three Lakes Valleys North and South and Adjacent Area. '\ 


